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Introduction
The Congo Basin hosts the secondlargest tropical forest in the world, is
home to endemic and biodiverse fauna
and flora, and contains rich natural
resources including minerals, oil and
timber. Millions of people are part of
these biodiverse ecosystems and depend
on the natural resources found there.
At the same time, commercial and
illegal logging, industrial and artisanal
mining, illegal bushmeat trade and
armed conflict threaten both the natural
resources and the livelihoods that
depend upon them.

Over the past two decades the Congo Basin has
witnessed a number of land use planning and
community-based natural resource management
approaches, here collectively termed land use
interventions (LUIs), that are designed to protect
biodiversity and facilitate sustainable natural
resource use. Notably, the landscape approach
adopted by the U.S. Agency for International
Development’s Central Africa Regional Program
for the Environment (CARPE) has focused on
the introduction of LUIs using tools such as land
use planning and zoning to promote sustainable
community-based resource management to
achieve social, economic and environmental
objectives.
Since the creation of CARPE more than 20 years
ago, conservation and resource management
actors have worked with local communities to
design and implement LUIs, including protected
area creation and local land use planning.
Focusing on the Democratic Republic of the Congo
(DRC) and the Republic of the Congo (RoC), this
practical guide draws on these experiences to
outline a series of best practices for participatory
LUIs. It is designed for field teams involved in
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both protected area and community natural
resource management. The aim of the guide is to
provide a support tool for field teams to ensure
that any LUIs implemented respect the rights of
customary land users and owners while at the
same time achieving the best possible and most
sustainable resource management outcomes
through participatory approaches.

HOW TO USE THIS PRACTICAL GUIDE
The design and implementation of LUIs should be
desired, accepted, supported and largely carried
out by the people who are affected by them and
on whose lands they occur. The effects of such
measures can be sustainable only if they meet the
needs of customary land owners and users; take
into account their world views, local knowledge
and capacities; and are designed to contribute to
the long-term security of their livelihoods.
The participatory approaches documented in this
guide are not intended to standardize and impose
compulsory procedures for all LUIs. Instead, they
are designed to share the experiences of 20 years
of interventions and suggest best practices to help
shape and guide the next 20 years of engagement.
This guide is intended for conservation and
development organization team leaders who
design strategies and interventions, as well as for
field teams who implement these interventions
with communities.

INTERVENTION
BOUNDARY DELIMITATION AND
DEMARCATION

The guide is organized into two main parts.
First, the social requirements of natural
resource management planning are outlined,
introducing several principles of consultation
and engagement required in participatory
approaches working with indigenous peoples
and local communities (IPLCs). This includes the
recognition of customary land tenure and rights
as well as inclusion of community interests in
LUI approaches to natural resource management
through representation and participation.
The second part presents a protocol for field
teams implementing LUIs. This section provides
a general approach for design, planning and
implementation of LUIs, including the different
participatory dimensions required at each stage of
the process.
At the end of the guide there is a list of key
resources in Appendix 1 to support the reader,
which provide a greater depth of information
on the concepts discussed here. The reader is
encouraged to use these resources in addition to
this practical guide. The second appendix provides
a glossary of some of the key concepts presented
throughout the practical guide.

TYPES OF LAND USE INTERVENTIONS
The table below presents a non-exhaustive list of
interventions that can be considered LUIs, with
brief descriptions of each to help frame the context
of this practical guide.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Boundary delimitation is a process to agree and establish the boundary

between two distinct areas of land. These areas of land may be divided based
upon land use patterns or upon ownership and tenure.

Boundary demarcation is a field operation process to mark the position of
the boundary on the ground so it is visible to all. The objective of demarcation
is to place or adopt physical marks that accurately represent the location of a
delimited boundary.
COMMUNITY FORESTRY

Community forestry is a form of participatory forest governance that engages

local people in forest management and land use decisions that affect their
lands and livelihoods. It often involves the participation and collaboration of
various actors including community, government and civil society organizations.
The key intention of community forestry is to empower forest-based communities
to sustainably manage their forested lands while at the same time supporting
sustainable livelihoods.
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LAND-USE PLANNING

Land-use planning is a systematic and iterative process carried out to create

an enabling environment for sustainable management of land resources that
meets people’s needs and demands. Land use planning requires that all
stakeholders are involved in defining and deciding the specific land uses of
a given area. It assesses the physical, socioeconomic, institutional and legal
potentials and constraints with respect to sustainable use of natural resources
and a given set of objectives. When done in a participatory approach, it
empowers people to make decisions about how to manage their resources
sustainably and equitably.

MACRO- AND MICRO-ZONING

Zoning is the process of demarcating different land areas to be used for
different purposes, referred to as zones or management units. There are often
two classes of zoning: macro and micro.
Macro-zoning is often the preliminary, indicative stage of the zoning process,
implemented at a broader geographical scale, such as at the provincial or
landscape level. In the context of DRC, forest macro-zoning first designates
forest and non-forest areas; then, within the forest zones, it allocates forest
areas into the three types of forests outlined in the DRC 2002 Forest Code1: 1)
forests for permanent production (logging concessions and extractive zones); 2)
classified forests (protected areas); and 3) protected forests (community forests
and other forest uses).
Micro-zoning focuses on smaller areas of land such as administrative
chefferies, groupements or terroirs units, delineating zones within forest and
non-forest areas for different uses such as hunting, conservation and smallscale agricultural activities. Micro-zoning is based on both remote sensing and
participatory mapping, reinforced by consultations with local communities and/
or indigenous peoples.

Zoning is important because it outlines what kinds of activities can and
cannot occur in different parcels of land. It is a tool that can support resource
management decisions and/or land and resource use planning in the
preparation of management plans, which can include plans for protected
areas, community forestry concessions, community resource management and
local development.
PARTICIPATORY MAPPING

Participatory mapping is a process that attempts to make visible the

relationship between land and local communities by using commonly
understood and recognized mapping tools. It defines a set of approaches and
techniques that combines mapping tools with participatory methods to represent
the spatial knowledge of local communities in relation to their environment.
Participatory maps often represent a socially or culturally distinct understanding
of a landscape and may include information relevant for communities that
might be omitted from official cadastral maps. Participatory maps can be
used to represent what communities themselves perceive as important, such
as customary land boundaries, different land use areas, traditional natural
resource management practices, and areas of cultural and spiritual importance.

PROTECTED AREAS
AND RESERVES

A protected area or reserve is a clearly defined geographical space,
recognized, dedicated and managed through legal or other effective means, to
achieve the long-term conservation of nature with associated ecosystem services
and cultural values.
TIP
Additional resources to support
implementation of land use interventions and

Forestry Code, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Law 011/2002 of
August 29, 2002 concerning forest code legislation.

1

concepts outlined in this practical guide can be found
in Appendix 1.
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NAVIGATING YOUR LUI PRACTICAL GUIDE
These 3 concepts explain how indigenous peoples
and local communities in the Congo Basin have
fundamental human rights to their lands and
livelihoods that must be respected and protected
in the implementation of any LUI.

PART 1: SOCIAL
REQUIREMENTS

pg. 10

Customary Land Tenure
The social systems used
for owning, regulating,
using, and managing
local communities’
lands in accordance
with cultural values of
that group

Free, Prior and Informed
Consent (FPIC)

pg. 13

Indigenous Peoples
It is important to consider
the impact of LUIs on
indigenous peoples to
help improve indigenous
peoples’ enjoyment of their
rights, including above all
their rights to their lands

pg. 14

An international human rights
standard to solicit the consent of
the whole community to the LUI

pg. 18

Participation

pg. 16

A participatory intervention
allows all the actors involved
to express their interests and
objectives, which leads to
decisions and activities that
are agreed by all stakeholders

Representation
Representation entails ensuring that
the interests and values of different
groups or people are expressed and
considered within a given intervention

These 3 concepts highlight how involving local communities
in LUI processes is a key component of achieving a successful
outcome. The only way long-term impacts can be secured is by
securing at the same time the participation and support of the local
communities whose lands the LUIs are carried out on.

pg. 20

Gender
LUIs must seek to ensure that
women participate in an
equitable and meaningful level
at all stages

INTRODUCTION

Applying the concepts outlined in Part 1,
this section of the practical guide proposes
key steps in any protocol for design,
planning and implementation of a land
use intervention (LUI).

PART 2:
PROTOCOL FOR
FIELD TEAMS

Step 1: Objective-setting
and preparation
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pg. 25

Defines overarching objectives,
framing and initial theory of
change for the initiation of an LUI

pg. 30

Step 2: Community
consultation and consent

pg. 35

Ongoing consultation and
negotiation process

Step 3: Participatory mapping
Community participatory mapping
process to map the LUI area including
current land use management practices,
community values, and other notable
features in the landscape

pg. 41

Step 4: Co-development of a
management or land use plan

pg. 45

Step 5: Implementation
and monitoring
Implementation and monitoring
of LUI based upon results of
previous four steps

Drafting and validation of a
management or land use plan to
guide implementation outlining
LUI objectives, natural resource
management desired outcomes, and
corresponding management strategies
and approaches
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Part 1

The social requirements
of natural resource
management planning
This section of the practical guide
focuses on how conservation and
development field teams can respect
the rights of indigenous peoples
and local communities (IPLCs)
when designing and implementing
land use interventions (LUIs) and
sets out some key principles all
interventions should account for.
These principles include: customary
tenure; indigenous peoples; free,
prior and informed consent (FPIC);
representation; participation; and
gender.

ABOVE. Bomassa woman.
Photo: Zanne Labuschagne, WCS
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Ensuring
marginalized people
have a voice

Key concept:
Human rights
Complex Tenure
Requires Community
Participation in LUIs

Types of Customary
Land Rights
Key question:
Customary tenure

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

CUSTOMARY LAND
TENURE

Understanding Free, Prior
and Informed Consent

Key question: Why do
women need special
attention in LUI?

Social requirements
of natural resource
management
planning

FREE, PRIOR AND
INFORMED CONSENT

GENDER

REPRESENTATION

PARTICIPATION

Key question: What does
“community” mean?

Key question: Do certain
stakeholders have more
responsibilities?
Key question: What is the
aim of participation?

Key question: To what extent
do migrants have rights?

Key issue: Avoiding elite
capture
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Customary Land
Tenure
Customary land tenure refers to
the social systems used for owning,
regulating, using and managing local
communities’ lands in accordance with
the cultural values of that group. These
customs and traditions have typically
been used to manage community lands
before statutory tenure (law of the
state; see definition to the right) was
introduced during the colonial period.
International human rights and environmental laws
require respect for IPLCs’ customary systems—also
described as “customary use,” “customary rights”
and/or “customary law.” But it is also important
to recognize that often statutory laws do not
recognize and protect these same rights, especially
when it comes to developments on customary
lands. As a result, the lack of secure land tenure
can prevent IPLCs from being able to securely
manage their lands and livelihoods, including
through forest conservation and other natural
resource management practices. Any proposed LUI
should account for customary systems in order to
respect community rights, build trust and secure
community commitments to maintain ecological
resilience on the lands.
As part of respecting customary systems,
communities have the right to use their own
representative institutions to give or withhold
their FPIC (see below) at any point in the LUI
process. Recognition of this right by conservation
and development organizations, as well as by other
stakeholders such as the private sector, is critical
to the success of LUIs. The process must ensure
that the communities involved have a decisive voice
in deciding whether or not an operation should
proceed, as well as in setting out the terms and
procedures by which consultations and negotiations
are undertaken and agreements reached and
implemented.

KEY C ONCEPT - HUMAN RIGHTS

Human rights are rights that are inherent to all
human beings, regardless of race, sex, ethnicity,
religion or other differences. These rights include
the right to life (people do not have the right to kill
you), freedom of opinion (people cannot force you
to form an opinion), freedom of religion (you have
the right to choose and practice your religion), the
right to education (you cannot be denied access to
education) and many more. Everyone is entitled to
these rights.
All human rights are protected by the law,
although there are several different legal systems
that protect human rights. These include customary
law, statutory law and international law.
International law: International laws or
agreements, whether they are called treaties,
charters, conventions, protocols or covenants,
are legally binding on the states that are parties
to those international laws. This means that
when a country becomes a state party to such
an agreement, it commits to implement the rights
set out in the agreement within its own national
laws and to abide by the international rules and
procedures agreed. International law includes
principles that are fundamental to how states
manage their lands and resources.
Statutory law: Statutory law refers to the law
of the state, which is generally the written law
found in a country’s constitution, legislation,
codes, regulations, edicts and decrees, as well
as the judgments of a country’s courts. Examples
of statutory law include the constitution of the
Republic of Congo and the Democratic Republic
of the Congo’s Community Forest Law.
Customary law: Customary law consists of
established community rules and processes
governing the actions of community members
and third parties or “strangers.” The community
develops and implements these according to its
generally accepted decision-making processes
and institutions. Customary law determines how
communities own, use and manage their land and
natural resources. Customary law may or may not
be recognized by statutory law. Some countries,
like Uganda, recognize customary law and allow
local communities to own land, whereas others,
like Rwanda, vest ownership of the land in the
state on behalf of the people.
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Photo: Diane Detoeuf, WCS

COMPLEX TENURE REQUIRES COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN LUIs
Types of ownership, management and use of
customary land are complex and diverse. It is
common among IPLCs to find that rights to
different aspects of their lands, territories and
resources are simultaneously held by a wide range
of local institutions, often in ways that overlap.
For example, a customary territory may be owned
collectively by a village or cluster of settlements
and overseen by a council of elders. Within
that area, certain hunters or groups of hunters
may have their own hunting or trapping trails,
specific fruit trees may belong to certain persons,
farmlands may be owned by the families that first
cleared them, and areas of forest may be owned as
gender-specific sacred sites by groups of women
or men. Customary lands are not only important
for community members in economic terms, they
also are invested with memories, associations
and ritual significances that underpin the very
identities of IPLCs. If a LUI is implemented on a
community’s lands and forests without engaging
the community in a consultative planning process,
respecting the community’s rights or gaining its
consent, the LUI is likely to fail and may even
damage livelihoods and trigger serious social
conflicts.

and in doing so allow previously used areas to
lie fallow and recuperate. Such areas are not
“abandoned,” but instead are temporarily out
of use or being used less intensively. Therefore,
a thorough understanding of land use patterns
requires attention to land tenure not only at the
time of LUI planning but also historically, and
such information can be gained only through
consultations with IPLCs in the LUI landscape. It
should be noted that settlers’ recent arrival in an
area is not by itself evidence that they lack land
rights, as they may have acquired such rights from
traditional owners or according to customary law.

It is common for people who live in forests to
move around within their territory. They may
shift their village sites to access fresh hunting
and farming areas or new trading opportunities,

Without community participation and
engagement:
•

LUIs will fail to take into account the extent
of local communities’ rights, how they make
a livelihood, and what rights and status are
attached to certain lands and forests under
customary land tenure;

•

LUIs may impose artificial classifications that
cut across local systems of land use;

•

LUIs may impose conservation restrictions
that violate customary rights, causing
resentment or disputes with local users;

•

LUIs may impose restrictions on use that
impoverish local people or displace their land
use to other areas.
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TYPES OF CUSTOMARY LAND RIGHTS
Customary land rights vary significantly
across communities depending on
location, social organization and modes
of livelihoods. In some communities,
land and natural resources may be
collectively owned, used and managed on
an egalitarian basis (sometimes referred
to as the “commons” of customary tenure).
Frequently, rights are “bundled”—for
example, where individual or family
farmlands are held within wider communal
territories. These bundles of rights may
include various combinations of:

•

Access rights – rights to enter an area

•

Use rights – rights to extract resources, such as
through collection of non-timber forest products,
timber harvesting, harvesting of agricultural products,
etc.

•

Management rights – rights to make decisions
about access and use, and to undertake management
activities

•

Exclusion rights – rights to determine who can –

•

Alienation rights – rights to sell and/or lease
management or exclusion rights

and cannot – access, harvest or manage lands and
resources

KEY QUESTIONS - CUS TOMARY TENURE
Does a community have a right to own
its land, even though it does not have a
written proof of ownership?

Rural and forest communities in Africa, including
indigenous peoples, often do not have a written deed
establishing ownership of their customary lands. Yet they
may have collectively occupied and used that land for
centuries in accordance with customary laws, justifying a
legitimate “customary” ownership right. Historically, the
lack of written proof often derives from the fact that the
community has always owned the land and so had never
acquired a written “proof of purchase.” Yet this lack of
written title has translated in many cases into a denial of
community property rights, making the lands vulnerable
to being taken by companies, governments or private
individuals. However, under international law, customary
ownership of community lands and resources must be
recognized, respected and protected by states.
Does a community own the natural
resources on its land?

African statutory laws and constitutions vary in how
they define the ownership of resources like forests and
wetlands. In Ghana, for example, national laws give
the state the right to harvest naturally occurring timber
regardless of who owns the land. However, forest
communities in Cameroon retain use rights to their forests
and can acquire management rights if they are able
to navigate the complex procedures for establishing a
community forest.
Regardless of statutory law, international human rights
law protects resources traditionally used and necessary
for the survival, development and continuation of a
people’s way of life, and raises the obligation to consult
and seek communities’ FPIC if such activities may
negatively affect the land and resources upon which
the survival of a people depends. As a result, even if
the government says it owns the land, it must still work
with communities to seek their participation and consent
before engaging in any intervention.

Do decisions on land and natural resources
require the FPIC of communities?

FPIC provides that a community may give or withhold
consent to any proposed project that may have an effect
on the land and natural resources that a community
possesses, occupies or otherwise uses. FPIC is not a
privilege that is sometimes given to communities, but
rather a right that governments and project proponents
are required to respect. And it is a collective right,
belonging to a community as a whole. Although the
right to FPIC was developed in the context of indigenous
peoples’ rights to self-determination, it now increasingly
also applies to other communities whose customary lands
are sought by outsiders for investment, conservation or
development projects.

What about community claims to tenure
inside existing protected areas?

Governments, conservationists, communities and
human rights groups all have their own perspectives
on community rights within protected areas that were
created long ago. Human rights standards for new
protected area development are straightforward (although
not necessarily always applied). However, addressing
conflicts between those who manage protected areas and
communities who claim ancestral rights to that land is
often not straightforward. Rights groups argue that unless
land rights in areas that are now protected areas were
freely transferred to the public domain by the traditional
rightsholder, it is not possible to say protected areas
supersede a community’s right to land tenure there. From
a government perspective, lands that were transformed
into protected areas exist for the good of all citizens
and belong to the state. Conservationists themselves are
somewhat divided, yet are faced with the consequences
of poorly implemented historical gazettement processes.

SOCIAL REQUIREMENTS: INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
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Indigenous
Peoples
Peoples identifying as indigenous
are often the most marginalized and
discriminated against communities in
the Congo Basin. Their multiple and
distinct cultures, languages, traditional
knowledge and identities can be put at
risk when their lands, territories and
resources are lost or degraded.
According to international law, “indigenous”
or “tribal” refers to peoples who have an allencompassing relationship to land and place, who
self-identify as indigenous, and who have often
experienced marginalization and discrimination at
the hands of more dominant ethnic groups within
a particular state.
Whereas private property rights are characterized
by land that carries only economic value,
customary land is often characterized by much
more important values, including those attached
to a people’s religion and culture. This is especially
the case for indigenous peoples who are deeply
connected to their lands, which constitute a
fundamental part of their identity that is rooted
in their culture and history. For many indigenous
peoples, land is the source of all life, and their
material relationship to land embodies and
encompasses the spiritual and sacred. As a result,
LUIs must take into account and respect the
full extent of the rights of indigenous and local
communities.
The land rights of indigenous peoples in Africa
deserve careful attention. The issue can be
contentious, with some African states denying
the existence of indigenous peoples or claiming
that all Africans are indigenous. International
law is very clear that the relevance of the term
indigenous in Africa is related not to aboriginality
or who came first but to the discrimination
experienced by certain groups because of their
cultures, modes of production or marginalized
positions within the state. These indigenous
communities’ cultural and physical survival is at

stake as a result of increasing pressures on their
lands and livelihoods by more powerful neighbors,
private companies or the state, pressures that
are often magnified by discriminatory attitudes
towards their distinct cultures and livelihood
systems.
It is important to consider the impact of LUIs
on indigenous peoples not only to ensure that
interventions do no harm but also—and more
hopefully—to ensure that the LUIs help to improve
indigenous peoples’ enjoyment of their rights,
including above all their rights to their lands.

FOR EXAMPLE
Ensuring indigenous inclusion in the comanagement of the Kabobo Wildlife Reserve

A newly created reserve in Tanganyika province,
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), includes
both Batwa and Bantu peoples. Batwa are huntergatherer indigenous people, and Bantu are farmers.
Both are rightsholders of the land (see page 16-17
on representation), but in different ways. Although
Batwa and Bantu are part of a single social and
economic system, the resources on which they rely for
their livelihoods and identities are different. From the
perspective of the protected area, these distinctions are
important because the Batwa are more closely tied to
wildlife and forest resources. Therefore, decisions related
to regulating access to these resources will have the
greatest impact on them. Also, because their quality of life
is more closely tied to wildlife and forest resources, they
are the ones who can be the most consistent allies of the
protected area.
This should not mean one group should be favored over
the other. Rather, it should mean making sure that the
governance systems that regulate the LUI are designed to
ensure that each group has control over the interests that
uniquely affect them. One could imagine, for example,
a governance structure that includes both Batwa and
Bantu in decision-making roles, but which gives Batwa a
stronger voice on issues most closely related to wildlife
and forest management, and Bantu a stronger voice on
issues related to farming and herding. The starting point
for this discussion could be a participatory zoning/
mapping exercise that provides a spatially explicit way of
discussing these issues.
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Photo: Olivia Freeman, U.S. Forest Service

Free, Prior and
Informed Consent
FPIC is an international human rights standard stating that communities have a right
to fully participate in decision-making processes that might affect the lands, forest and
resources that they customarily own, live on or use—whether the community has a deed
or not.
This means that communities must be able
to decide for themselves whether and how a
project can go ahead if they are approached by
a government, non-governmental organization
(NGO) or company. FPIC requires that
communities negotiate for a fair and legally
enforceable agreement, and can refuse any project
that does not properly address the community’s
needs, priorities and concerns. FPIC means
communities have the right to decide their own
future, and not to have their future decided for
them by anyone else.

TIPS

See Appendix 3 for guidelines to consider when
planning, designing and implementing a LUI. A
practitioner’s checklist for carrying out a good FPIC
can also be found in Appendix 6 in FAO 2016’s
FPIC Practitioner Manual2.

FAO. 2016. Free, prior and informed consent: An indigenous
peoples’ right and a good practice for local communities: A
manual for project practitioners. See Annex 6 for FPIC checklist.
https://www.un.org/development/desa/indigenouspeoples/
publications/2016/10/free-prior-and-informed-consentan-indigenous-peoples-right-and-a-good-practice-for-localcommunities-fao

2
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UNDERSTANDIN G FREE, PRIOR AND INFORMED C ONSENT

Free means no pressure,
intimidation or influence.

Informed means that all information
relating to the proposed activity is provided
to communities well in advance and that the
information is objective, accurate and presented
in a clear way that the community understands.

Important information includes:
• the nature, size, duration and scope of
any proposed project;
• the reasons for or purpose of the project;
• the location of areas that will be
affected;
• the possible economic, social, cultural
and environmental impacts on the
community and their lands and
resources, including potential risks and
realistic benefits;
• personnel likely to be involved in the
implementation of the project;
• the rights that the community has; and
• the procedures that the project may
entail.
Communities therefore have a right to
benefit from independent counsel from
lawyers, other experts and NGOs.

Prior means that the government, NGO or
company should have community permission
(consent) far ahead of beginning any project
activities, that the community should have adequate
time to discuss and understand the project before
agreement is reached, and that a community’s
decision must be respected by all parties.

Consent means that projects can only go ahead
if communities have agreed to an activity or
project that concerns them. Communities also
have the right to withhold their consent or to give
conditional consent ensuring that their needs,
priorities and concerns are met.
Consultation and participation are
important components of the consentseeking process. Consultation and
participation are important components of
the consent-seeking process. Consultation
must be undertaken in good faith,
which, among other things, requires that
community views are considered in the
process, or fair reasons are provided as to
why such consideration is not possible. All
parties must establish a dialogue allowing
them to identify good and workable
solutions in an environment of mutual
respect and full and equal participation,
with adequate time to reach decisions.
The whole community (men, women, youth
and the elderly) must be able to participate
in discussions and decisions, including
representatives freely chosen through
customary processes or other institutions.

TIP

The FPIC process should ensure that IPLCs
understand the tenure and use implications of
agreeing to protected areas or community forest
concessions on their lands. Otherwise, it is not
an “informed” process.

It is important to note that the outcome
of a successful FPIC process is more
than just a set of fairly implemented
agreements but also a relationship of trust
and a firmly built foundation for the long-term
success of the LUI.
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Representation
Representation is a fundamental
issue for all community engagement
because it addresses questions
of who has the right to make
decisions on any proposed project,
who has the right to speak on
behalf of communities, and who
has the responsibility of making
sure that information is shared
with communities throughout the
lifecycle of the LUI. Therefore,
representation entails ensuring that
the interests and values of different
groups or people are expressed
and considered within a given
intervention.
It is important to highlight the difference
between two distinct categories of people
that will be involved in any intervention:
stakeholders and rightsholders.
Stakeholders are any actors who have a
stake in the LUI, who will be affected by the
LUI, and/or who have political responsibility,
authority and resources to influence the LUI.
As a result, stakeholders can include a wide
range of organizations and individuals who
have greater or lesser degrees of interest and
participation in the LUI.

KEY QUESTION - DO CERTAIN
S TAKEHOLDERS HAVE MORE
RESPONSIBILITIES?

A subsection of stakeholders known as “duty
bearers” are actors who have a particular
obligation or responsibility to respect, promote and
realize human rights and to abstain from human
rights violations. The term is most commonly used
to refer to state actors, but non-state actors, such as
conservation and development practitioners, can
also be considered duty bearers.

KEY QUESTION WHAT DOES “COMMUNIT Y” MEAN?

Although there is no one definition, three basic types of
community can be defined: 1) communities of place, or
people who live in the same location; 2) communities of
practice, or people who do the same thing to make a living
(farmers, fishers, lawyers); and 3) communities of interest,
or people who have the same concerns and desires. For the
purposes of this practical guide, a community is a group of
people with diverse characteristics who are linked by social
ties, share common perspectives and engage in joint actions
in geographical locations or settings. A “local” community is
socially bound by the fact that people live within a confined
spatial boundary. They also may to some degree share a
common identity or some common economic interest.
Far from being homogeneous, a real community is
heterogeneous by nature. While the people might share
similar values and institutions, a community is characterized
by interdependent social groups and interpersonal
relationships expressed through social networks and culture
that include values and norms attached to the community
as a whole. Embedded within a community are social
and political institutions such as ethnicity, class, gender,
social groups and family structures. Political institutions
include power relations, leadership structure, subgroups
and disenfranchised groups, and formal and informal
leadership. A community’s social and economic resources
are embedded in social networks and social capital that go
beyond the community. This suggests that a local community
is structured within multiple levels, and that the interests and
value of each level are different.
Sometimes governments have their own definitions of what
“local community” means, such as the Local Community
Forestry Concession Law in DRC. Such definitions may or
may not agree with international human rights definitions
or indeed with communities’ own definitions of themselves.
Readers of this guide should consult statutory laws as part of
their planning.

TIP
If there are questions about the definition of
community, one role of practitioners is to facilitate
a dialogue about this issue. When there is not a clear,

common understanding, different community interpretations
should be reconciled with state regulations to see how
one can be adapted to fit the other. If this is not possible,
working with legal experts to resolve conflict may be
appropriate.
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Photo: M. Wieland, WCS

Rightsholders, in the context of the Congo Basin,

are typically customary landowners, although
some rightsholders are not landowners but
people such as hunters or migrant farmers who
have rights to access particular resources. Unlike
many of the other stakeholders who are involved
in a LUI, rightsholders deserve specific attention
because proposed LUIs may take place on their
lands or affect their rights to use their lands.

Rightsholders are often in a weaker position than
stakeholders from public and business sectors,
who often are stronger and better-established
actors in planning and decision-making processes.
As a result, specific attention is often needed to
redress imbalances and ensure that rightsholders
are at the forefront of the planning and
management of any intervention.

KEY QUESTION - TO WHAT LEVEL
DO MIGRANTS HAVE RIGHTS?

Migrant farmers may have been given use rights
by a customary land owner as part of a financial
agreement. They may be allowed to hunt, plant crops
or graze animals on someone else’s land, often in
return for a payment or share of resources gained
from the land. This may be through a formal or
informal agreement and at the individual or group
level. The customary land owner and the migrant
farmer may share rights for the same piece of land,
and therefore both must be consulted to understand
the impact of the development on their rights. In terms
of providing consent, the migrant farmer would not
normally be able to withhold consent to a project,
because their rights have been granted by the land
owner, who alone would hold the ability to give or
withhold consent. The only way to determine the full
range of rights is to talk to the various sections of
society living in a landscape in order to understand
the full complexity of rights that can be impacted by a
proposed development.

KEY ISSUE - AVOIDING ELITE C APTURE
Elite capture occurs when powerful individuals
in the community seize public decision-making
processes and economic resources through their

privileged position in the community in terms of wealth,
social status, networks, education, gender or ethnicity. Elite
capture can undermine control of resources by community
members and interfere with the successful implementation of
the intervention for those it is intended to benefit.
Avoiding elite capture can be challenging in patriarchal
and hierarchical communities, including many in the Congo
Basin. Some key approaches and/tools to avoid elite
capture can be to:
• Map out stakeholders’ use of and access to land and
resources;

• Map out stakeholders’ key relationships, social positions
and engagement capacities;

• Map out stakeholders’ various interests, attitudes, values
and cultural identities;
• Rather than relying on existing or traditional forms of
information-sharing, create new and locally appropriate
mechanisms to ensure effective dissemination of
information, such as radio talk shows, SMS messaging,
simple guides and posters, or recognized local
governance structures such as community conservation
committees;
• Ensure that rights and duties are clarified and accepted
by all stakeholders and that there is agreement by all
concerning distribution of costs and benefits;
• Engage all community members in the project to help
monitor instances of misappropriation.
In severe cases in which rightsholders interests are being
compromised, elite capture may call for the project to be
stopped and evaluated before it can continue.
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Participation
A participatory intervention
demands communication, dialogue
and cooperation of all involved
stakeholders. It is a process that allows
all the actors involved to express their
interests and objectives, which leads to
decisions and activities that are agreed
by all stakeholders.
In general, the key idea of participation is
inclusiveness, ensuring that people have a say in
decisions that affect their lands and livelihoods,
including plan formulation, resource control and
decision implementation. Central to the concept
of participation is the question of who is to be
included, when and how they should be included,
and which participatory approach should be used.
These questions evoke the relations of power
that are embedded within the organizational
and institutional structures designed to enable
community participation in these interventions.
Participation is seen as a process of empowering
and transforming individuals and communities
by acquiring skills, knowledge and experience,
ultimately leading to greater self-reliance.
When a project plans for participation, it suggests
mechanisms and tools that will increase the
quantity and quality of local people’s participation
in land use interventions. One way to understand
what participation is trying to achieve is to see
participation as a continuum.

INCRE

C
PA R T I
ASING

I PAT I O

Weak Participation lies on one side of the

spectrum and is typified by “consultation,” a
scenario seen in top-down interventions where
communities are not expected to take part in
decision-making but are simply informed of
decisions affecting them. Further along the
continuum are Meaningful Participation, where
communities are involved in information-sharing
and their opinions sought; Free, Prior and
Informed Consent, where communities’ right
to refuse an intervention is recognized; and Full
Self-Governance, where communities lead the
development, planning and implementation of an
intervention. Ideally, all land use interventions
should be designed to ensure IPLCs can take
better control of the management of their lands.
Interventions that tend towards self-governance
and move away from weak participation are
preferred.
But participation is never perfect. Having all
members of a community in one room does not
necessarily mean perfect participation has been
achieved. All communities have both internal
and external politics, which can influence and
promote some perspectives while marginalizing
and disempowering others. This can include
the politics of multinational timber or mining
companies, or even provincial politicians, whose
voices can dominate local communities. Such
unequal power dynamics can be equally present
in the relationships between men and women
and between educated elites and non-literate
community members.

N

Weak
Participation:

Consultation without
decision-making

Meaningful
Participation:

Consultation and
opinion seeking

Free, Prior,
Informed Consent:

Consultation with the
right to refuse

Full Self-Governance:

Communities lead design
and implementation of
intervention
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Conservation and development practitioners can
never fully understand or completely mitigate
against these dynamics. The best they can do is to
understand that these politics exist (often through
stakeholder mapping) and develop approaches
that minimize their influence on the interventions
implemented. This may be as simple as ensuring
that men and women are represented in
community discussions or minimizing the ability
the government or private sector partners have in
dictating the agenda of community-level land use.
The physical space in which meetings occur can
also have a significant impact on the expression of
power, because often those who own or otherwise
control the space are empowered while visitors
can be marginalized. Removing community
members to hotels or meeting places at some
distance from their lands can be disempowering,
particularly when they are meeting with powerful
actors. Choosing to hold consultations with
governments or companies within, or near, the
lands and communities of the affected people can
alter the dynamics of participation significantly.
Communities are strongest in their own
spaces, and practitioners should work to bring
discussions, issues, events, concerns and decisions
into these community spaces.
Awareness and respect for community social and
livelihood patterns is also of great importance.
Wherever possible, it is advisable to schedule

meetings that avoid timing conflicts with
agricultural, pastoral, religious or other important
sociocultural routines and events to ensure
inclusion of a cross section of a community.
For example, holding meetings during dinner
preparation time will exclude women, who
prepare food for families.
Although practitioners should aim for perfect
participation in all their activities, they must also
appreciate that this is never possible. Even the
presence of all members of a community does not
necessarily ensure complete participation, because
some individuals may feel more able to engage
than others. To this end, effective participation
is as much about understanding the limits to
participation as it is achieving a perfect process.

TIPS

Holding meetings in town, such as in nice hotels,
can take away power from IPCLs. Try bringing
outside stakeholders to villages to hold
meetings when possible!
Conservation and development
organizations have an obligation to
follow international human rights norms.

If an ongoing LUI process is violating the rights
of sections of a community, the practitioner’s
responsibility is to fix the violation or withdraw
from any further involvement in that LUI.

KEY QUESTION - WHAT IS THE AIM OF PARTICIPATION?

Below are four key reasons why participation is a vital component for land use interventions.

1

Quality of information: One important aspect
of participation is the ability to verify the diverse
knowledge received in community settings.
Information provided by several individuals tends
to be more reliable than information that comes
from a single source. As a result, as participation
is increased, the likelihood that the information
received can be verified as accurate is also
increased.

Quantity of information: The more people who
2 participate,
the more diverse will be the knowledge,

opinions and aspirations that can be taken into
account. One obvious example is the contrasting
kinds of knowledge that women and men may
have regarding their customary lands. If women are
excluded from participating, then an entire sector of
knowledge will be excluded.

3

Engagement: Participation allows individuals

to engage or (re-engage) with the management
of their lands and livelihoods. Whereas earlier

decisions may have been made without their
consent, increased participation encourages people
to become actively involved in processes and allows
them to contribute in ways they may have previously
been excluded from.
Ownership: Having widespread participation in a
4 process
ensures that it will be better “owned” by a

local community. Unlike land ownership, this kind of
ownership can be hard to quantify because it refers
to the degree to which a community feels it has a
responsibility to ensure the successful conclusion of a
project. Such ownership makes it more likely that the
work will be sustained beyond the project end date,
and less likely that it will be captured by powerful
elites. When communities strongly believe that they
own a process (like a community representative
structure), a tool (like a map) or a resource (like
community land), then they will be more committed
to those interventions and more likely to manage
them independently of external support.
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Gender
KEY QUESTION - WHY DO WOMEN NEED SPECIAL ATTENTION IN LUIs?

Due to the sociocultural environment, women in the Congo
Basin usually find it more difficult than men to gain access
to valuable resources such as land, credit, agricultural
inputs, technology, extension, training and services that
would enhance their production capacity. In addition, their
knowledge and experience are often undervalued when it
comes to planning and making decisions on conservation and
development processes.

• Land rights often are vested exclusively with men, impeding
women from accessing land and other natural resources;

• Women’s voices, concerns and interests are frequently
ignored or undermined in conservation and development
interventions, for a number of reasons:

• Cultural attitudes and social perception may exclude
women from the public sphere and thus from involvement in
decision-making processes.

Including women in land use interventions has
qualitative and quantitative benefits. Women’s
differing perspectives, knowledges, values and
aspirations enrich and strengthen land use
interventions and help to strengthen community
ownership of the outcomes. The inclusion of women
also ensures that their fundamental human rights
are protected. Land use interventions therefore
must seek to ensure that women participate in an
equitable and meaningful level at all stages.
There can be tension, however, when gender
inclusion is imposed in contexts where it is not
welcome. It is true that some communities have their
own gender-inclusive structures (such as a women’s
advisory committee to a regional bantu chief, or even
women chiefs), a situation that is more common
among indigenous peoples. Other communities are
marked by patriarchal structures that discriminate
based upon gender, age or class, and where women,
youth and minority voices are not consulted by
powerful male elders.
There are no hard and fast rules on how to proceed
if it is clear that women are being denied their right
to participate. There is, however, a responsibility to
acknowledge this fact openly with the community
and seek ways to ensure women are part of these
interventions. In other instances, which hopefully
are extremely unlikely, practitioners may be

forced to accept that the level of internal
discrimination within a community is so severe
that a participatory approach is unachievable.
In such instances it may be appropriate to
reconsider interventions until those issues can
be resolved.

• Women’s large workload and the gendered division
of labour often does not allow them to participate in
community planning processes;
• Low education levels and language barriers often hinder
women from understanding participation processes and
thus voicing their concerns;

In practical terms, if a group of men is asked why
there are no women present, they may say that the
women have no knowledge to share. They may also
suggest that the women do not need or want to be
involved. Such claims may or may not be true, but it
is important to acknowledge that communities not
only suffer from externally imposed marginalization
but also can impose marginalization upon their own
members. It is therefore important to speak directly
with women and understand what roles they wish
to play in the interventions. If women say that they
are being excluded from decision-making structures
or participatory workshops and want to be included,
then the response (which may be resource-intensive)
is straightforward. If, however, women say that
they cannot spare the time for participating because
they already have too much work to do, then simply
requesting that they participate without providing
the means to alleviate their workloads would
increase rather than alleviate discrimination.

TIP

Women make up 50% of communities. Simply inviting
women to meetings is not enough. Real effort to get their
voices into LUI initiatives is paramount to getting the
‘community’ to appropriate the LUI.

As a final consideration, it should be pointed out that
for some issues like women’s sacred forests, women
may be uncomfortable discussing their knowledge
in the presence of a man (and vice versa for men’s
sacred forests). For this reason, it is important
that staff members of both genders are involved
whenever possible.

SOCIAL REQUIREMENTS: CONCLUSION
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Conclusion
This section of the practical guide on
social requirements of LUIs has tried
to convey the two-fold reason why
community involvement is such an
important component of the success of
any LUI.
The discussions of customary land tenure,
indigenous peoples, and free, prior and informed
consent demonstrated that indigenous peoples
and local communities in the Congo Basin have
fundamental human rights to their lands and
livelihoods that must be respected and protected
in the implementation of any LUI. Critically,
the responsibility to respect those rights is born
not only by states but also by the organizations
implementing LUIs.

In addition, through the discussion on
representation, participation and gender, it has
also been shown that involving local communities
in LUI processes not only is a way to respect their
rights, but also is a fundamentally key component
of achieving a successful outcome. Given that
LUIs led by conservation organizations aim to
secure the long-term security of landscapes and
that those landscapes include human populations,
the reality is that the only way long-term impacts
can be secured is by securing at the same time
the participation and support of the local
communities.
The next section will move on from the theoretical
underpinnings discussed in the first section and
outline a step-by-step guide to implementing a
successful LUI in the field.

“The responsibility to respect those rights is one
that is born by not only States but the organisations
implementing the LUIs.”
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Part 2

A land use intervention
protocol for field teams

Photo: Michelle Wieland, WCS

Applying the concepts outlined in
Part 1, this section of the practical
guide proposes some key steps in
any protocol for design, planning
and implementation of a land use
intervention (LUI).
LUIs can cover a range of different of land use
planning and community-based natural resource
management approaches (see types of land use
interventions, page 4). LUIs may differ in their
approaches, including which elements of each
step are integrated into the specific protocol
followed. Here five key steps are presented that
can help ensure the successful implementation
of any participative LUI. These steps are not
intended to standardize and impose compulsory
procedures for all LUIs. Each organization

and LUI must consider what approach makes
sense for the specific context or framework. An
organization, for example, may already be in the
middle of a broader process, or it may be focusing
on a narrower LUI such as boundary delimitation,
demarcation or micro-zoning processes. Such
activities may not require the management
plan step. In such cases, land use planning or
developing a protected area management plan
could be the natural next steps.
In general, all LUIs should be designed with the
full participation and consent of rightsholders and
stakeholders and be adapted to reflect the specific
context in which they will be implemented. This
section outlines the five main steps of a LUI
planning and implementation protocol with a
focus on how to facilitate effective and meaningful
participation within each step.
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Step 1

Land use
intervention
protocol for field
teams

OBJECTIVE-SETTING AND PREPARATION
Defining objectives
and framing for
participatory LUIs

Social baseline
study

Step 3

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION
AND CONSENT

Development of
a georeferenced
participatory map

Repetition
of steps as
necessary

Community
validation
workshops

Step 4

Management
zones

Desired
conditions

Consultation and
consent

Negotiation and
agreement

Step 5

CO-DEVELOPMENT OF A MANAGEMENT
OR LAND USE PLAN
Defining LUI
objectives

Political economy
analysis

Step 2

PARTICIPATORY MAPPING
Community
perception
mapping

Stakeholder
mapping

Use guidelines
for management
zones

Management
objectives of
management zones

Validation

Guidelines for
implementation and
monitoring

IMPLEMENTATION AND
MONITORING
Implementation and monitoring
of a LUI will take different
forms depending on the
specific objectives, context and
stakeholders involved.
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OVERVIEW OF PROTOCOL FOR FIELD TEAMS
WHAT

WHO

WHY

HOW

To better understand
social context for the
design and framing of
the LUI and theory of
change.

Can include: social
baseline study,
stakeholder mapping
and political economy
assessment.

STEP 1 OBJECTIVE-SETTING AND PREPARATION

Defines overarching
objectives, framing and
initial theory of change
for the initiation of a
LUI.

Technical implementing
partner. Option to
initiate consultations
with community.

STEP 2 COMMUNITY CONSULTATION AND CONSENT

Ongoing consultation
and negotiation
process.

All relevant
stakeholders including
indigenous peoples
and local communities
(IPLCs), rightsholders
and the technical
implementing partner.

To ensure free,
prior and informed
consent (FPIC)
and a meaningful
participatory process
throughout all stages of
the LUI.

A series of ongoing
consultations and
negotiations to be
completed throughout
all phases of the LUI
process.

To identify community
values, issues,
concerns, opportunities,
goals and priorities
within the LUI
landscape to guide
management planning
and implementation.

Community perception
mapping and/
or developing a
georeferenced map.

STEP 3 PARTICIPATORY MAPPING

Community
participatory mapping
process to map the LUI
area including current
land use management
practices, community
values, and other
notable features in the
landscape.

All relevant
stakeholders including
IPLCs, rightsholders
and the technical
implementing partner.

STEP 4 CO-DEVELOPMENT OF A MANAGEMENT OR LAND USE PLAN

Drafting and validation
of a management
or land use plan to
guide implementation
outlining LUI
objectives, natural
resource management
desired outcomes,
and corresponding
management strategies
and approaches.

All relevant
stakeholders including
IPLCs, rightsholders
and the technical
implementing partner.

To have a clearly
defined and agreedupon plan that
outlines roles and
responsibilities of
different actors to
achieve specific LUI
objectives and desired
outcomes.

Consultations
with stakeholders
and community
representatives
to define desired
outcomes, guidelines
for management
zones, and roles and
responsibilities for LUI
implementation.

To achieve specific
natural resource
management objectives
and desired results/
outcomes and to be
able to continually
assess effectiveness
of their achievement
throughout the
implementation phase.

Implementation of
management or land
use plan including
specific monitoring
mechanism.

STEP 5 IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING

Implementation and
monitoring of LUI based
upon results of previous
four steps.

All relevant
stakeholders including
IPLCs, rightsholders
and the technical
implementing partner.

PROTOCOL FOR FIELD TEAMS: STEP 1 - OBJECTIVE SETTING AND PREPARATION
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Step 1

Objective-setting and
preparation
For every LUI, the preparation phase
is obligatory and crucial, because it not
only defines the framework and context
that will guide the implementation
of the LUI, but also establishes the
relationship with local communities,
indigenous peoples and other local
stakeholders. This will have a strong
influence on the success or failure of the
LUI as well as its long-term viability.
The objective-setting and preparation phase
includes the following suggested elements:
defining the objectives and framing for
participatory LUIs; social baseline study;
stakeholder mapping; and political economy
analysis.

STEP 1 OVERVIEW
WHAT

Defines overarching objectives, framing
and initial theory of change for the
initiation of a LUI.

WHO

Technical implementing partner. Option
to initiate consultations with community.

WHY

To better understand social context for
the design and framing of the LUI and
theory of change.

HOW

Can include: social baseline study,
stakeholder mapping and political
economy assessment.

DEFINING OBJECTIVES AND FRAMING FOR PARTICIPATORY LUIs
Every LUI is initiated in order to address a
natural resource management objective and/
or challenge. Often LUIs are initiated by local or
international non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) or other technical implementing
organizations, including conservation and
development practitioners. This may be the
result of a request from a local community or
government agency, or based upon the priorities
and interests of the initiating organization and/
or donor. Specific contexts and frameworks
can widely vary. During LUI objective-setting
and framing, both the context and general
intervention area should be identified.
This initial identification of natural resource
management objectives and/or challenges will
provide the framework and context for the LUI.
In many cases the broad goals and objectives
of the LUI can be predetermined in policy
documents or designed to respond to international
agendas. For best practices, however, specific
goals and objectives should be defined

through a consultative process involving the
communities living in and using the project area.
Acknowledging this may not always be possible, it
is important that these communities are consulted
and informed, so that they can provide their FPIC
to the objectives and framing during the design
phase, before implementation of the LUI (see next
section on community consultation and consent).
Depending on the specific context, the overarching
objectives and framing of the LUI can also be
revised and adapted based on the community
consultation process.
Part of the framing process can include developing
a theory of change (ToC) to ensure the LUI’s
approach will be able to achieve its objectives,
as well as to outline the expected outputs and
outcomes of the intervention. Throughout the LUI
process, and especially during preparation and codevelopment of management plan steps, the ToC
should be revisited and revised as appropriate to
ensure the LUI approach is relevant and adapted
to the specific local realities.
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KEY C ONCEPT - THEORY OF C HANGE

context within which they are working, and helps the
process of developing strategies to reduce the threats to
the management targets. A results chain shows how an
intervention will achieve its management goals, by making
explicit the causal links between expected short- and longterm results and outcomes (see the example below). A ToC
is essential not only for visualizing how a planned project is
expected to work, but also as the framework for monitoring
and reporting progress towards achieving desired changes.

A theory of change (ToC) is a hypothesized series of
desired changes that are expected to occur in a given
context as the result of specific actions. The ToC makes
explicit how a program/activity design team thinks
outputs from their interventions will ultimately lead to the
achievement of desired objectives. It is essential to identify
necessary and sufficient intermediate outcomes needed
to achieve a desired change (goal), and to highlight
assumptions about why and how specific actions will result
in desired outcomes.

Building conceptual models and result chains should be
done in a participatory approach involving the communities
during either the preparation or the consultation phase.
Guidelines on how to build conceptual models and
results chains can be found in the “Open Standards for
the Practice of Conservation” document developed by
the Conservation Measures Partnership: http://cmpopenstandards.org/.

There are several ways of representing a ToC. One is by
using conceptual models and results chains. A conceptual
model is a graphic representation of the situation in which
a project would operate. This model visualizes the links
between the natural resource management targets, the
threats to these targets, and the factors contributing to
these threats. It reflects the team’s understanding of the

Local Community Forest Concessions (CFCL) Theory of Change - Ituri Landscape
Example of a results chain and ToC for a community forestry LUI in the eastern DRC’s Ituri landscape
If these steps are completed, then threats will be reduced, and thus our conservation targets will benefit
The legal texts
on CFCL are
popularized
and known

Strengthened
capacity of
assigned services
on legal texts
about CFCL

Decree
signed and
published
Simple
management plan
implemented

Files prepared
Awareness
campaign
on CFCL is
carried out with
communities

Sensibilisation
(raising
awareness)

Local
communities who
want a CFCL
are identified/
supported by
WCS

Participatory
mapping
produced

Community
assembly is
held

Technical
work carried
out and
request letter
written

Request for a
CFCL submitted
to the local
environmental
administration

CFCL
acquired

Simple
management
plan developed
and validated

Contributes
to reducing
unsustainable
exploitation
of natural
resources

Ituri
CFCL rules
enforced

Forest

Wildlife
Management
bodies set up

General
Assembly
created

CFCL
Management
and Operations
Committee
created

Committee of
elders created

Monitoring
and Evaluation
committees
created

SIMPLE C HEC KLIST :
DEFINING OBJECTIVES AND FRAMING FOR PARTICIPATORY LUIs

Identify broad framing: What natural resource
management objectives and/or challenges are
being addressed? What is the project/intervention
area?
Draft broad objectives/goals to be later revised
based on stakeholder consultation.

Start to draft a theory of change outlining how
broad objectives will lead to expected results
and outcomes; this will be continuously reviewed
throughout the LUI process.

PROTOCOL FOR FIELD TEAMS: STEP 1 - OBJECTIVE SETTING AND PREPARATION
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SOCIAL BASELINE STUDY
A number of tools and approaches can be drawn
upon to ensure that appropriate stakeholders are
meaningfully included in the objective-setting and
preparation phase of a LUI. As new information
about the local context and stakeholders emerges,
an iterative approach should be adopted in order to
repeatedly reexamine the context, framing, theory
of change and overarching objectives.
A first step in this process involves completing
a social baseline desk-based study to review the
status of FPIC, customary tenure and community
land use in the intervention area to help
identify key considerations before the proposed
intervention is designed and implemented. This
process involves collecting as much information as
possible about the area of intervention in terms of
social structures, tenure and land use. The amount
of information available through a desk-based
approach will depend on the specific context and
intervention area. In certain cases, it is advisable
to complete complementary fieldwork to ensure
a comprehensive understanding of the social
landscape before advancing in the LUI process.

One approach for collecting some of this
information is completing a “most significant
change” assessment, in which community
members share their sense of what is changing
and why within several clear domains, such as
quality of life, food security and access to natural
resources. This can include identifying strategies
to scale-up positive changes and to mitigate or
reverse negative changes.

KEY C ONCEPT
- MOS T SIGNIFIC ANT C HANGE ASSESSMENT

The most significant change assessment is: a) a
participatory approach to determine what community
members feel has changed in their community for the
better or for the worse before project interventions;
and b) a form of participatory monitoring and
evaluation over the life of a project in which
community members are asked to identify the most
important changes they are seeing.
The most significant change assessment process is
based on asking questions like this:
Looking back over the last TIME PERIOD what do
you think was the most significant change in THIS
DOMAIN?

TIP

The TIME PERIOD can vary but is typically 5 years or
longer before a project starts, and then two- or threemonth periods once a project begins. The DOMAIN
can be anything that is relevant to the project, such
as food, income, health, security or access to natural
resources. It is also possible to let interviewees decide
what they want to focus on. The most important
thing is to gain an understanding of how community
members perceive their lives to have changed and
why. The detailed description of the methods can be
found in Davies and Dart (2005)3.

When possible, engage people on the ground,
particularly rightsholders, rather than relying on thirdparty information. See section on representation in the
first part of this guide (page 16-17) for definitions of
stakeholders and rightsholders.

Types of information a social baseline desk-based
study can cover include:
•

Existing community practices in relation
to livelihoods and conservation, including
economic, social and cultural usage patterns of
the areas;

•

access to water, health and education facilities
and other social and economic infrastructure;

•

land tenure and rights, including inheritance
and transfer, as well as potential or actual areas
of conflict;

•

relationships between different ethnic groups
present in the area, as well as local and national
political dynamics, with a historical perspective
on these issues where relevant; and

•

developmental aspirations and options of
affected communities and local stakeholders,
including possible alternatives.

Given the complex social systems and contexts
that interventions target and the role that recent
migrants and farmers may play, it is critical
that this social baseline includes a specific land
tenure assessment to help determine the rights
of diverse groups in the proposed area. One
method for this is a rapid land tenure assessment,
which seeks to reveal any competing historical
and legal claims among the stakeholders. Five
approaches are used to identify and engage land
tenure conflicts: a general reading of land and
conflict in the area in question, a stakeholder
baseline study as discussed above, documenting
forms of perceived historical and legal claims,
Davies R, Dart J. 2005. The ‘most significant change’ (MSC)
technique: A guide to its use. https://mande.co.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2018/01/MSCGuide.pdf

3
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the linking of these claims to statutory and customary
land laws, and development of mechanisms for conflict
resolution. The Rapid Land Tenure Assessment is also
critical in understanding and documenting the bundle
of customary tenure rights in the proposed area. See
Galdura et al. (2010)4 for additional details. While some
of these steps may overlap with approaches outlined in
this guide, the rapid land tenure assessment framework
highlights important factors that should be taken into
consideration in regards to competing claims to land
tenure and land rights.

SIMPLE C HEC KLIST : SOCIAL BASELINE S TUDY

Initial understanding of social systems and contexts
including community use and access to different
resources; option to complete “most significant
change” analysis.
Understanding of customary rights and land tenure;
option to complete rapid tenure land assessment.
Identification of FPIC status if initiating community
consultations as part of this step.

STAKEHOLDER MAPPING
Complementary to a social baseline study,
a stakeholder mapping exercise should be
completed to further understand the social,
governance, cultural and community context of
the LUI. When developing a participatory process,
it is important to understand who is or could
be affected by the decisions and actions taken,
who has the power to influence the outcome of
the LUI and whose rights may be affected by the
intervention. Before starting the participatory
process, key stakeholders should be carefully
mapped out to ensure the representation of
everyone whose interests are directly or indirectly
affected by the action, who have information,
knowledge and expertise about the LUI, and
who can control or influence the implementation
instruments relevant to the LUI. The most
efficient strategy is to carry out the stakeholder
analysis, i.e., to identify all relevant stakeholders,
to differentiate between different categories of
stakeholders as described in Part 1 of this practical
guide, and to investigate the relationships between
the intervention area and the stakeholders
and among the stakeholders themselves. The
stakeholder analysis enables the prioritization of
stakeholders with regard to their interests and
potential influence on the planning process.
Mapping out the relevant actors is important
because marginalized groups within a community,
such as women, old people, landless people,
migrants or indigenous peoples, are often
forgotten or excluded from interventions, and
more powerful and dominating groups may try
to exclude competing users. The identification of
the relevant groups and their interests can be a

time-consuming process, but, if done right, it will
ensure a more meaningful and robust process and
increase chances of success in the future.
While many different approaches can be taken to
complete a stakeholder analysis, the general broad
steps include:
1.

Identifying stakeholders

2. Differentiating between and categorizing
stakeholders
3. Investigating relationships among
stakeholders
There are many different methods available to
complete these processes as outlined in Reed et
al. (2009)5 and NATREG (2010)6. Additionally,
templates7 are available that can be adapted for
completing a stakeholder analysis. Results of the
social baseline study can be integrated into such
an analysis with additional information collected
as needed applying the most appropriate methods
available.
TIP

Visual example of a stakeholder map: https://www.
kumu.io/natalyapyagay/south-africa-vac-stakeholdersmapping#map-8pIDAtM6

SIMPLE C HEC KLIST : S TAKEHOLDER MAPPING

Create a visual map of different stakeholders
relevant to the LUI and how they relate and interact
with each other, using a stakeholder analysis
template or other appropriate format.

Galudra G et al. 2010. RaTA: A rapid land tenure assessment manual for identifying the nature of land tenure conflicts. Bogor, Indonesia: World
Agroforestry Centre. 5 Reed MS et al. 2009. Who’s in and why? A typology of stakeholder analysis methods for natural resource management.
Journal of environmental management 90(5) : 1933-1949. 6 NATREG. 2010. Guidelines on stakeholder engagement in preparation of integrated
management plans for protected areas. http://www.zrsvn.si/dokumenti/64/2/2010/Guidelines_on_stakeholder_engagement_REC_1978.pdf
7
Stakeholder analysis matrix template: http://www.tools4dev.org/resources/stakeholder-analysis-matrix-template/; also see NATREG 2010.
4
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POLITICAL ECONOMY ANALYSIS
Natural resource management is complicated and
requires the engagement of many stakeholders.
If only community groups and local leaders are
engaged in developing the ToC, it is likely that
planned outcomes will fail. Weak rule of law,
autocratic rather than democratic governance,
and the possibility of political and economic
elite capture can prevent or undermine planned
participatory LUI outcomes. To take these risks
into account within a ToC, a political economy
analysis can be conducted. According to USAID,
which developed a user-friendly, field-proven
tool, a “Political Economy Analysis (PEA) is
a field-based methodology that can improve
the effectiveness of international development
assistance by helping development practitioners
to focus on not only how things happen, but
also why things happen. Exploring the politics,
history, social, and economic dimensions of a
given development problem can help unpack the
dynamics and incentives that structure actors’
choices and ultimately determine development
success or failure. In many ways a PEA tries
to determine the who, the what, and the why
that keeps and sustains the status quo and
what realistic opportunities are there to change
incentives and to effect change8.”

Teams can use a PEA to understand the area
beyond their usual ecological and community
viewpoints. This tool requires an expert to
engage with existing socioeconomic teams, thus
combining PEA expertise with the local context
knowledge. Once the PEA is conducted, the
team needs to develop an iterative (or repetitive)
process of thinking with a political lens and
adapting interventions and the engagement
of stakeholders (called thinking and working
politically).
SIMPLE C HEC KLIST : PEA

Read introduction to PEA: https://usaidlearninglab.
org/library/thinking-and-working-politically-twpthrough-applied-political-economy-analysis-pea-core
Determine whether a PEA will help improve the
natural resource management goals at the LUI site.
Engage a consultant to conduct a PEA, and develop
an action plan for thinking and working politically.
Use results of the PEA to reevaluate LUI objectives
and theory of change as appropriate.

BRIN GIN G IT TOGETHER: SETTING OBJECTIVES AND PREPARATION

Setting objectives and preparation of the LUI is an initial
step in a long process. This can be combined with
community consultation and consent (see following section)
depending on the specific context of the LUI and the steps
and analyses selected for this initial step. The objectives

and theory of change outlined in this phase need to be
validated through community consultation and consent
and should both revisited and revised throughout the LUI
process.

USAID. 2016. Lessons learned using USAID’s applied political
economy analysis framework. Washington, D.C.

8
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Step 2

Community consultation
and consent
Consultation should be an ongoing process
throughout all stages of the LUI. This is
part of the FPIC process (see page 14-15).
In accordance with FPIC, communities
and stakeholders can refuse to engage or
participate in a LUI at any time including at
the beginning of the process.
In this section, general concepts and steps are outlined
to facilitate consultation, consent, negotiation and
agreement. These processes do not occur only once
during the LUI; they need to continue during every stage
of the LUI to ensure continued community engagement
and consent. Communities have the right to refuse or
withdraw participation at any point of the LUI. When
conflicts arise, they should be addressed through
established grievance mechanisms. While this guide
does not address such mechanisms in detail, additional
resources can be found in Appendix 1.

STEP 2 OVERVIEW
WHAT

Ongoing consultation and
negotiation process.

WHO

All relevant stakeholders including
indigenous peoples and local
communities (IPLCs), rightsholders
and the technical implementing
partner.

WHY

To ensure free, prior and informed
consent (FPIC) and a meaningful
participatory process throughout all
stages of the LUI.

HOW

A series of ongoing consultations
and negotiations to be completed
throughout all phases of the LUI
process.

CONSULTATION AND CONSENT
The purpose of beginning the initial consultation
process is to inform the community that the
technical implementing partner (such as an NGO,
donor or government ministry) is interested in
supporting activities that would help achieve
certain outcomes, and asking whether these
outcomes are of value to the community. If the
answer is yes, then the discussion can be focused
around how the groups can work together to
achieve a common purpose. If the answer is no,
the discussion can explore whether the community
and the technical implementing partner have
any other shared interests that would allow them
to find a common purpose and work together to
achieve common goals.
If not enough information is available for the deskbased studies and assessments, consultation in the
field may be required before the social baseline
study, stakeholder mapping and political economy
analysis can be completed. If enough information

is available, these studies and assessments can be
completed in preparation for initial consultation.
Regardless, it is vital that representatives of all
segments of the community participate in initial
consultation, including women, youth, the elderly
and marginalized groups. If cultural norms prohibit
the participation of women in public consultation,
separate side-meetings should be held. At this
stage it is also important to inform the community
of the full range of factors that may affect their
decision to continue with the proposed intervention,
including any potential disadvantages or risks of the
intervention.
Appropriate provision of information is a
precondition for any LUI participatory process,
because “informed decisions” can only be made
based on adequate information, which includes,
but is not limited to, technical information related
to the LUI, potential risks and benefits of the

PROTOCOL FOR FIELD TEAMS: STEP 2 - COMMUNIT Y CONSULTATION AND CONSENT

TIPS
To get participation from all groups, be sure to

invite them! If members of a group cannot participate
in a group setting, they should be consulted
separately. Find a time each group can meet, and
go talk to them. Take the talking points back to
other groups to ensure that all voices are heard.
If certain groups or stakeholders feel excluded or
underrepresented, they may try to undermine the LUI
design and implementation processes.
To reach people who cannot read, consider
other means of communication, such as community
radio, image-based posters or brochures, or direct
engagement with a facilitation team that includes
a trusted member of the community. Avoid having
community members sign documents (such as
meeting minutes or agreements) unless all members
are literate and have had a chance to review and
discuss the document.

proposed LUI, and details about the participatory/
consultation process itself. This process must allow
sufficient time for the rightsholders and stakeholders
to effectively access and consider the information
before being asked to make a decision. This requires
the development of appropriate public information
materials, which should be easily understood by the
target audience. Any information gained from this
stage should be worked back into an updated social
baseline study and theory of change; if necessary,
original objectives can be revisited and revised.
After the community and technical implementing
partners have decided to move forward together
on a specific LUI, subsequent ongoing community
consultations should build upon initial consultations
and include customary owners, rightsholders and
other relevant stakeholders. Consultations with the
full range of stakeholders are especially relevant
for discussions about existing problems, visioning,
searching for alternative solutions and scenarios,
and setting objectives. Through consultation,
stakeholders can influence the decision-making
directly. As part of these meetings, it is important to
create conditions that promote the development of
relations based on trust among all stakeholders. This
includes openness, transparency, respect for taboos
and regular information flow.
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During ongoing consultations, the following points
should be discussed and agreed upon:
•

The community’s priorities and objectives
in the management of its lands, and well as
an understanding of what threatens those
objectives;

•

The objectives of the intervention and how
they relate to community priorities, as well as
expected results, outcomes and impacts (i.e., the
theory of change);

•

The stages, timeframe and process for the
intervention;

•

What commitment and participation will
be required from the community and other
stakeholders and what each stakeholder’s roles
and responsibilities will be;

•

The selection of a team of community
representatives who will be involved in the
intervention, and mechanisms for sharing
information about progress within the
community;

•

Methods to ensure all groups (women, youth,
elderly, different ethnic groups) are engaged/
represented in the process; and

•

The potential pros and cons of any intervention,
including benefits, threats and risks.

A well-informed consultation process is a required
component of any FPIC process. Consultations
should therefore be documented by a signed
FPIC process agreement outlining much of
what is mentioned above including the role and
responsibilities of each of the parties during the
planning process, the points at which key decisions
will be made, and the processes by which they will be
made. This should include the role of independent
observers, legal or technical advisors and the points
at which various information should be provided
to the community in advance of any decisions or
implementation. The FPIC process agreement can
be in different forms, including a procès-verbal (PV),
a common form of documentation of consultations
and decisions made between communities and
technical implementing partners in DRC and RoC.
SIMPLE C HEC KLIST : COMMUNIT Y
CONSULTATION AND CONSENT

Signed FPIC process agreement between the
community, technical implementing partners
and other relevant stakeholders outlining
common agreement and agreed-upon roles and
responsibilities for various actors involved in the LUI.
This may or may not be in the form of a PV.
Due diligence completed before creation of any
new governance structures.
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KEY C ON CEPT - COMMUNIT Y NATURAL RESOURCE GOVERNANCE AND REPRESENTATION

Any LUI requires that local stakeholders (rightsholders and
other community members) have a structure with strong
representation that can act on their behalf. It is difficult
to coordinate and manage large numbers of interested
individuals or households in LUIs, so to ensure effective
organization a representative structure is often needed to
minimize costs and time spent.
LUIs should proactively inform indigenous peoples, local
communities and land users that they have the right to
choose their own representatives before any actions are
undertaken on the ground. Sufficient time should be given
to allow IPLCs to decide how they want to be represented.
IPLCs have a right to choose their own legal representation
or other advisors to guide them through negotiations.
However, these advisors should not be seen as substitutes
for the voice of community representatives.
The community should determine which form of
organization or structure is appropriate to represent the
community. Establishing new structures can be timeconsuming and unnecessary where existing structures are
present. In addition, an externally proposed formal structure
could hamper active participation by the community if it is
viewed as imposed from the outside. Recognizing existing
formal structures may promote greater continuity and
responsiveness in land resource management.
However, existing structures may carry with them
existing power dynamics and may not be democratic or

representative, in which case they are not suitable for
LUI purposes. A detailed assessment should be made
of what organizations or institutions already exist, what
relationships and standing they have, and whether they
can represent the wider community. If a new organizational
structure is proposed, the impact on existing organizations
must be examined and considered. In the case of a
complete absence of organizations and institutions, the
creation of new structures may be necessary. Any newly
established structures must ensure that the representatives
are: a) responsive and accountable to the community;
b) involved in the decision-making process; c) able to
articulate and communicate local needs and aspirations in
the LUI; d) accountable to the community members, who
can remove them if they fail to represent the stated interests
of the community. These roles and responsibilities should be
made explicit in a charter defining the new natural resource
governance structure, and representatives’ adherence
must be monitored to make sure they are performing as
intended.
It is important to note that in the Congo Basin many LUIs
are initiated in communities where customary systems of
resource use and management predominate. The customary
authorities therefore act as representatives since they have
power over resource allocation and management. Their
accountability is based on local norms and customs, may
not be democratic and may be difficult to challenge,
making their representation not as effective as it should be.

KEY ISSUE - CREATION OF COMMUNIT Y GOVERNANCE S TRUCTURES

While traditional governance structures often exist within
communities, sometimes new governance structures are
created for specific programs and projects. If new structures
are created, they need to be both supported and accepted
by the community, and must fit within both traditional
governance and state legal systems. Otherwise, these
structures may become ineffective, potentially compromising
the integrity and outcomes of the intervention. Regulations
for representational community bodies differ from country to
country; below is an example from the Democratic Republic
of the Congo (DRC).
Representation under DRC decentralization

Decentralization in DRC has stipulated that communities
are to be administratively legally represented by
local community development representatives (CLDs Comités Locaux de Développement). Given the recent
implementation of decentralization, the presence and
understanding of CLDs in communities are often limited.
Within this context, when starting a new program or
project, it is important to acknowledge and respect both
customary and administrative representational frameworks.
If CLDs do exist, then both the CLDs and the customary
governance representatives should be consulted. Agreement
within the communities as to who should be the primary
representatives for a specific intervention should be
determined through the consultative process.

enough time to consider their decision and options;
• Complete social baseline study and ongoing
consultations to understand existing governance and
representational structures that exist;
• Understand both customary and administrative structures
and frameworks;
• Carry out a stakeholder mapping process to understand
existing relations of power and social structures before
the establishment of any representative structure;
• Ensure any creation of new governance structures/
representatives is supported by the communities and will
play a unique additive role;
• Ensure the mechanism used to establish a representative
structure is democratic to give IPLCs the ability to
determine the leaders. Those leaders must also
understand their roles and responsibilities so that they
can be responsive and accountable to their communities;
and
• Where necessary provide training in organizational
management including development of by-laws.
Don’t

• Create new CLDs for each new project within a
community;

Do

• Subjectively choose project representatives without proper
community consultation; or

• Adequately consult and inform IPLCs about the objectives
for establishing a representative structure and give

• Create new governance structures that are duplicative
and/or in opposition to existing governance structures.

PROTOCOL FOR FIELD TEAMS: STEP 2 - COMMUNIT Y CONSULTATION AND CONSENT
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NEGOTIATION AND AGREEMENT
Like consultation and consent, negotiation
and agreement/decision-making processes
should be facilitated throughout the design and
implementation of the LUI. These processes
should involve stakeholders with influence on the
LUI (e.g., the technical implementing partner,
rightsholders, administrative authorities and
affected groups such as the military or miners)
as well as other individuals or groups that are
deemed relevant. Generally, all actors as well
as their representatives that are affected by the
problem or the solution should be included.
Negotiating processes do not always take place
at the same time with all stakeholders. They can
be arranged between the representatives of the
affected groups and the authorities and between
NGOs and the local elite and opinion leaders.
The negotiation process draws on the consultation
process to facilitate agreement among
stakeholders. This can be done to agree upon LUI

objectives or approaches for implementation,
including specifying key roles and responsibilities
of the various parties, addressing rights and
access to resources, agreeing upon community
incentives and benefits in relation to the
proposed interventions, and outlining a grievance
mechanism in the event that any issues arise.
This process can also include creating a binding
agreement that can be largely based upon
guidelines for implementation and monitoring
outlined within the management or land use plan
(see section on co-development of a management
or land use plan).
While negotiation is an ongoing process, the
specific negotiation of a management plan and
approaches for LUI implementation is one
of the key moments of any intervention. It is
reliant upon the quantity and quality of the
information collected during the previous phases
of the intervention. IPLCs must be given time to

KEY ISSUE - ADDRESSING CONFLICT

A crucial issue in the success of any land use intervention
is the ability to address conflicts as they arise. Clearly
outlining a grievance mechanism is therefore important at
this stage. A grievance mechanism can address concerns
and complaints that arise in a LUI process. This mechanism’s
structure and decision-making processes should be
agreed upon at the beginning of the LUI process with the
involvement of all related parties and stakeholders.
Land resources are often contested, and conflicts can have
major impacts on the outcomes of the LUI. In addition, it
is possible that the LUI can create conflicts or make visible
hidden conflicts by restricting access and use rights to some
users. Even if it is not the objective of the LUI to affect or
shape existing land rights or use rights, this issue is a critical
component to the success of any LUI. An important way
to address conflicts is to have a full understanding of the
distribution of power among the groups of actors involved
in the process. This should be an integral part of the social
baseline study and stakeholder mapping process.
In an ideal situation, one would have well-defined property
ownership, a set of specified rights, transparent systems
for transfer of rights, and systems in place to execute or
monitor the different rights. An example of this might
be an individual who has a documented land title and
a functioning land registry that can handle transfers in
ownership. In practice, the land tenure context may be
full of uncertainties about who is involved and who has
authority, power, rights and duties. Each actor will have
interests, and often existing rights and duties that are
traditionally or legally recognized. Issues of misuse of power
and resources, bribery, corruption, nepotism and local
leadership (elite capture) are important in this respect. As

a result, any intervention will likely influence existing tenure
structures and the power imbalances that they contain. This
further emphasizes the importance of both the preparation
step in advance of the intervention and robust participatory
processes that include all sections of a community and
prevent any one interest from becoming dominant.
Many conflicts center around the issue of representation
and who has responsibility to represent the interests of
the community within a particular LUI. In addition, at the
local level, there are often conflicts within the state agency
responsible for the particular intervention and between other
sectoral administrators engaged in land use activities.
Any strategy for settling conflicts must be adapted to local
conditions, build upon existing mechanisms of conflict
resolution and be agreed upon by all parties. The details
of the conditions under which the grievance mechanism
is triggered; the structure, actors and/or process that
will receive and review the grievance; and the structure,
actors and/or process that will determine the validity of
the grievance and any subsequent determination must all
be negotiated and agreed upon as part of the validation
and agreement phase and finalized before an agreement
is signed. To create transparency and trust, it may be
necessary to place the grievance mechanism either in an
independent third-party structure or in a representative
stakeholder structure that does not allow any one party to
have an undue amount of power over the process. As a
prerequisite, the grievance mechanism must be sufficiently
accessible to non-literate and illiterate IPLC members.
See Appendix 1 for additional tools and guidance on
establishing grievance mechanisms and addressing conflict.
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consider any information, make decisions and
contribute to the process. It may not be easy to
come to agreement over solutions to identified
problems and, in particular, conflicts over land
use. The process may require several meetings
and discussions, further data collection to clarify
the situation and a process of negotiation before
agreement is reached. This stage may also be

iterative, and the process may revisit prior steps if
additional information is required. Rarely would
a LUI follow the steps in this practical guide in a
linear fashion, and often LUI proponents will have
to work to develop a flexible and fluid process that
can be adjusted as required.

KEY ISSUE - REAC HING AGREEMENT THROUGH INCLUSION AND PARTICIPATION

All parties involved in the LUI should work with communities
to agree on the procedure by which agreements will be
reached with the community, including who will be involved
in participatory assessments and mapping; procedures
for two-way communication and information-sharing;
involvement of legal and other advisors; the organization
of community meetings to consider information; and
negotiations towards obtaining FPIC.

It is important that all parties follow a policy of informationsharing with local communities and other stakeholders
that includes providing them with adequate information
on environmental, social, financial and legal matters
relevant to the LUI, in appropriate languages and formats.
This shall include responding in a timely way to requests
for additional information and clarification of matters of
uncertainty. Early engagement to develop a procedure for
informed decision-making is vital for building trust.

SIMPLE C HEC KLIST : NEGOTIATION AND AGREEMENT

Negotiation facilitated with engagement of all
relevant stakeholders through a process agreed
upon by all stakeholders.
Grievance mechanism defined and established
through participatory consultations.
Agreement developed, signed and validated.
Depending on the stage of the process, this may

outline the roles and responsibilities of different
stakeholders for the implementation of the LUI,
including clear details and processes of a grievance
mechanism to address any conflicts that may arise.
Negotiation and agreement should be an iterative
process throughout the LUI process.

Photo: Michelle Wieland, WCS

BRIN GIN G IT TOGETHER: COMMUNIT Y CONSULTATION AND CONSENT

Community consultation, consent, negotiation and
agreement are the backbone of the FPIC process and the
key to success of any participatory LUI. That being said,
they require time to be conducted properly and may not

always be straightforward because of existing community
governance and power dynamics. Additional resources can
be found in Appendix 1 to support different parts of these
ongoing processes.

PROTOCOL FOR FIELD TEAMS: STEP 3 - PARTICIPATORY MAPPING
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Step 3

Participatory mapping
Participatory mapping is a process that
attempts to make visible the relationship
between land and local communities
by using commonly understood and
recognized mapping tools. It defines
a set of approaches and techniques
that combine mapping tools with
participatory methods to represent the
spatial knowledge of local communities
in relation to their environment.
Participatory maps often represent a socially or
culturally distinct understanding of a landscape and
may include information relevant for communities
that might be omitted from official cadastral maps.
Participatory maps can be used to represent what
communities themselves perceive as important,
such as customary land boundaries, different land
use areas, traditional natural resource management
practices, and areas of cultural and spiritual
importance.
Participatory mapping can be used for many
different purposes, including, but not limited to,
identifying community values, issues, concerns,
opportunities and attachments to a specific
land area; revealing spatially incompatible,
overlapping or complementary issues, concerns
or opportunities; planning for future land use and
management; and identifying different natural
WHY MAP?

When conducting participatory mapping, it is important
to work with relevant stakeholders to create a list of
what you want to learn. Mapping is a requirement for
developing boundaries of protected areas, recognized
community areas, or use zones. IPLC participation in
this process is fundamental to ensuring everyone has a
voice in the LUI, which will impact them for generations
to come. Some examples of mapping include hunting
zones, forest product use areas, fishing territories, sacred
sites, clan/community boundaries and agricultural
zones. Some of this information, such as sacred sites,
may be very sensitive for the communities, so be sure to
discuss with IPLCs to what level of detail the mapping
should go.

STEP 3 OVERVIEW
WHAT

Community participatory mapping
process to map the LUI area including
current land use management practices,
community values, and other notable
features in the landscape.

WHO

All relevant stakeholders including
IPLCs, rightsholders and the technical
implementing partner.

WHY

To identify community values, issues,
concerns, opportunities, goals and
priorities within the LUI landscape to
guide management planning and
implementation.

HOW

Community perception mapping and/or
developing a georeferenced map.

resource management goals and priorities among
different stakeholders. As such, participatory
mapping can be a key process in a LUI,
providing spatial information for planning and
implementation. It can also be used as an effective
community consultation process revealing
underlying community values and land conflicts.
Therefore, it is essential that consultation,
consent, negotiation and agreement as outlined in
the previous section are integrated throughout the
mapping process. It is critical that communities
play the key role in deciding why and whether to
map and that they understand what the map may
be used for afterwards. This is also essential in
determining what elements should be mapped.
Participatory mapping can be implemented in
a number of different ways in varying contexts.
In some cases, it may be the LUI intervention
itself, but often it is part of a broader intervention
process. In general, participatory mapping
involves a group exercise in which local people
make a map of the lands they use or own. This
can range from sketching a map freehand to
drawing features on a to-scale base map to
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producing a digitized, georeferenced map using
global positioning system (GPS) technology and
appropriate mapping software9.
Communities map their territories and indicate
which places and which resources are used for
which purposes (customary use). These maps
demonstrate the scope of indigenous territories
and illustrate the significance and importance of
the territories and associated resources for the
lives of indigenous and local communities. It is
therefore imperative that accurate representation
of the different relevant stakeholder groups is
reflected in this process. If appropriate within
the specific context, community members can be
given training in GPS technology and then employ
these skills in the field in combination with the
knowledge of various resource users who know
the territory or specific parts of it very well. Data
and locations are collected and all information is
compiled into digital maps. All technology should
be set up at the local level and adapted to local
needs and circumstances. Mapping organizations
should also consider their capacity to support
communities in follow-up activities involving
maps, because leaving communities with a
map and no further support can leave the work
unfinished.

While many different approaches to participatory
mapping exist, these four main steps have been
shown to help facilitate a participatory mapping
process: 1) community perception mapping; 2)
development of a georeferenced participatory
map; 3) community validation workshops; and
4) repetition of steps as necessary. The specific
context and intended use of the participatory map
will determine which of the main steps outlined
are relevant and appropriate. In some contexts,
georeferenced maps with GPS coordinates
collected in the field are necessary. In others,
the community interpretation of the landscape,
which outlines their different values and land use
priorities, is sufficient. For example, demarcation
or delineation of protected areas will require
taking GPS points in the field, whereas other
land use planning processes, such as defining
community hunting zones, may not, because
identification of key features in the landscape to
establish boundaries may suffice. It is up to the
technical implementing partner and communities
to determine which steps and methods are
appropriate for the specific LUI. Additional
approaches and methods are outlined in Corbett
(2009) and Di Gessa (2008) (see Appendix 1). The
following sections outline the four main steps and
highlight some of the issues that are important to
consider in the participatory mapping process.

KEY ISSUE - PARTICIPATORY MAPPING

• The mapping process should be participatory, with
data collected in an inclusive, equitable and nondiscriminatory manner. Data should be collected by or
in conjunction with community members, should remain
under the community’s ownership and control, and
should be used for purposes that are defined by the
community to serve community desires and interests.
• This should always be done with the FPIC of the
community or communities involved. An integral
component of participation in the mapping process is
the community’s ability to give their FPIC to the mapping
process taking place. This means not only that the
community agrees to participate in a mapping process,
but that it has a full understanding of what this involves,
and has a genuine influence on shaping that process, as
well as the objectives and outcomes.
• There is no single correct way to undertake participatory
mapping. The process and objectives involved will
be determined by the needs and objectives of the
communities; as such, they will (and should) vary
depending on the contexts in which they are carried out.
• Mapping is not only a technical exercise, but also a
political one, involving claiming lands for a particular
community. Where other parties, such as neighboring
communities, have an interest in the exercise, it is

important that they are notified and involved in the
mapping process, to avoid risks of conflict. Sometimes
boundaries will need to be negotiated, and maps should
not be validated without the involvement and agreement
of neighboring communities.
• Participatory mapping activities are not only a means of
recording existing geographical information; they are
also, at least potentially, an important exercise in the
transmission of traditional and/or cultural knowledge
from older to younger generations (sometimes such
knowledge is at risk of being lost). It is important to
make space for the participation of elders from the
community, who may no longer be physically capable
of extended fieldwork. Perception mapping can be an
important element of their engagement. It is of course
also important to recognize that cultures, landscapes and
land uses are not static, and that younger community
members may have valid but different uses and visions of
community lands.
• It is important to note that participatory maps reflect
current territorial boundaries and zones. Although these
may be sufficient to meet a community’s current needs,
they may be too small to meet its needs in the future as
the population grows and aspirations change.

Corbett (2009) and Di Gessa (2008) list several different types of participatory mapping approaches and methods that can be employed
depending on the context of the intervention; see Appendix 1.

9
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COMMUNITY PERCEPTION MAPPING
Community perception mapping involves the
community working as a whole, or in groups,
mapping their perception of the area in which
they live. It is generally not intended as a
geographically accurate record of the area,
but rather is intended to elicit key values of
the community, local knowledge, and areas
and activities of importance, along with their
rough positions in relation to one another. As
different groups within the community may have
different perceptions of importance, and different
knowledge, it may sometimes be useful to conduct
this exercise on separate occasions with different
social groups. In some contexts this process can
be combined with georeferenced base maps to call
attention to specific features.
There are many methods that can be used to
create a perception map. It can be sketched on
paper, overlain on a basic topographical map
or aerial photograph, or drawn in the dirt (and
populated with locally available objects such as
pebbles and grass), among other methods. The
critical element in the perception mapping process
is that it involves all parts of the community and
elicits the information about the surroundings
that is considered important to that community.
Having an initial understanding of the customary
tenure system can be very helpful in facilitating
these discussions (see section on social baseline
analysis).
A perception map can serve as a guide for field
work by highlighting features that the community
wishes to map; providing an approximate idea
of where boundaries are located; and serving
as a basis for deciding priorities when investing
in mapping efforts involving both imagery and
information collected in the field. It is also an
important opportunity for those who may not
be able (physically or otherwise) to participate
in fieldwork—particularly elder members of the
community—to share their knowledge about
traditional lands and activities and the history of
the area. Not only is this information useful for
the mapping process itself, it has an important
additional benefit in creating an opportunity
for intergenerational transmission of cultural
information, which should be considered as
inherently valuable.

Specific features to map may include but are not
limited to:
•

The location of the communities;

•

The location and boundaries of the lands
under different forms of legal or customary
tenure and use, including areas that are used
seasonally or in times of crisis (for example
during floods, droughts or severe storms),
forest gardens and fallow farmland;

•

The location of the proposed intervention,
showing the areas of overlap with the above;

•

Areas of critical importance to local
communities for ecosystem services;

•

Areas of importance for current and future
livelihoods and food security, including
farmland and areas used for hunting, fishing
and collection of forest products; and

•

Historical, cultural or sacred sites (e.g., graves,
ruins of former villages, ceremonial sites,
sacred groves and other natural features).

Though not geographically accurate in the sense
of a coordinate reference system, perception maps
often turn out to be highly robust in terms of
relative distances and directions. This can further
support the validity of local people’s tenure by
demonstrating the depth and precision of their
knowledge. Any distortions may themselves
illuminate characteristics of the land, land uses
and local people’s perceptions (e.g., difficult
terrain may be represented as taking a long time
to traverse, commonly visited sites may appear
closer than those that are rarely used, and so on).
As a result, it can be very useful to keep a record
of the perception maps to refer back to throughout
the project.
These maps will often remain valuable in their
own right as references for digitization, planning
and validation of field data gathering, informing
data styles, and maintaining a representation
of how local people visualize their land and
understand the process and issues at stake.
No matter how advanced the digital mapping
process may be, returning to the first maps that
were created in isolation from the tools is often
a helpful way to keep the process grounded in
and controlled by the community. Therefore, it
is crucial that records of these mapping efforts
should be kept and returned to those who made
them wherever possible.
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KEY ISSUE - PERCEPTION MAPPING

• If using a base map, bring multiple copies of it to the
community workshops.
• Agree on the features to be mapped and the symbols
that will be used to represent them.
• Start by identifying the most prominent features on the
base map.
• Allow the communities to identify additional information
like customary rules for natural resource use.

• Allow the community to break into smaller groups; these
may be based on gender, ethnicity, age or resource user
type.
• Ensure all relevant stakeholders—as identified by
the social baseline study and stakeholder mapping
processes—are involved in this process. Some
community members may intentionally try to exclude
others (e.g., indigenous groups or migrants) in an
attempt to claim rights to land.

DEVELOPMENT OF A GEOREFERENCED PARTICIPATORY MAP
If the LUI requires a georeferenced map, there
are number of additional steps that need to be
taken. This includes preparation of a base map,
digitization of workshop results, taking GPS
points and data workup. Results of the community
perception mapping process can be combined
with these additional steps. In such cases, use
of a georeferenced base map in the perception
mapping process is useful.

in the base map to georeference specific features
identified by the community. Appropriateness
of digital mapping depends on a range of factors
affecting the quality of the digital model of the
world presented to community groups, their
ability to interpret it, and the extent to which it
can influence or replace field work, including the
following:
•

Considerations of tree cover, cloud cover,
recentness and resolution of the aerial/
satellite images, along with the natural
prominence of features, will affect people’s
ability to locate features accurately;

•

Elevation and drainage features in a 3D
terrain model may allow the navigation and
naming of hills, valleys, rivers and other
reference points that can be used to present
the land in more familiar ways, even using a
side-on view in a digital earth model; and

•

The scope and coverage ambitions for the
mapping project and required precision
or validation considerations may affect
the usefulness of this technique in some
situations, for example where the study area
is very large or where only positions verified
with ground work are admissible.

Preparation of base map

A base map is a topographic map or an aerial or
satellite image showing basic geographic features.
If necessary, the base map can be compiled from
multiple existing sources such as published maps,
land titling documents, aerial photographs and
open-access, web-based sources. The map must be
simple, clear and easy to interpret and must cover
the whole of the area that could be influenced
by the proposed intervention. A base map may
include prominent geographical features such
as rivers, roads, towns, villages and peaks; the
location of the proposed intervention area; and
legal boundaries of areas under different forms of
ownership if accurate locational data are available.
The base map may or may not include names
of places and features, because these may be
inaccurate on published maps, and because even
if they are accurate, they may not be the names
that are used by local people. However, in many
contexts these names can be included to provide
a starting point to help orientate people as long as
sufficient space is provided for the community to
update, correct or expand these names.
Digitization of workshops results

After completion of community perception
mapping using the base map, the information
collected can be digitized using the coordinates

Collecting GPS data in the field

In many cases producing accurate georeferenced
maps requires fieldwork using GPS technology to
collect accurate geographical coordinates of key
features and routes. Such work is often completed
as a complement to the digitization process.
Additional information can be collected on the
attributes of different features and can either be
recorded electronically in the field (technological
constraints allowing) or written down
systematically in a notebook. The community
members who will take part in fieldwork should
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be identified by the community in advance and
should represent different subgroups from the
community. In addition, community members
who use the land for specific land uses of interest
may accompany the community mappers for
different parts of the mapping process. For
example, if hunting zones or agricultural zones are
of particular interest, hunters and farmers who
use these zones can assist in identifying them on
the ground.
Training of community mappers is usually
required prior to fieldwork to familiarize the
mappers with the GPS equipment and make
sure that they are confident they can collect data
in a standardized manner. Showing people the
methods for processing and visualizing the data
often improves the quality of data collection
because they then understand the importance and
use of the data to be collected.
Data Workup

The data workup phase involves the aggregation
and synthesis of data collected during the field
work in conjunction with data from earlier phases
such as perception mapping and digitization. This
stage requires technical expertise in relevant GPS
software programs and is usually carried out by a
mapping or GPS specialist.
Once field data has been cleaned, and attributes
have been assigned and organized, they can be

TIP

If the community or a section of the community is
illiterate or have never been exposed to maps, then
carefully consider how you will proceed. Consider
conducting a special training or making your first
maps on the ground using local materials to highlight
boundaries and special zones. Then digitalize the work.

imported into a geographic information systems
(GIS) “project” which, along with selected thirdparty data, base layers and data styles, can be
used to work up a map specific to the mapping
objectives. A project is effectively a collection
of different sources of data describing the same
geographical area (for example GPS data collected
in the field, aerial/satellite imagery, layers
showing concessions and roads, etc.) that can be
overlaid to make a map. The precise data elements
in a project used for a particular map will depend
on what the map is seeking to illustrate.
The final product of this process will be a digital
georeferenced map that includes key geographical
features such as roads, rivers, administrative
boundaries, etc., in addition to communityidentified features, which will vary depending on
the scope and focus of the participatory mapping
process.

COMMUNITY VALIDATION WORKSHOPS
Once a draft map has been prepared—whether
it is a community perception map or a
georeferenced map—it should be validated by
the community. In most cases it will need to be
adjusted based on community comments. Map
validation should involve the broadest possible
cross section of community members. Where
desirable or appropriate, members of neighboring
communities can be involved to validate any
cross-border dynamics. It should be noted that
cross-border dynamics can often be a sensitive
and politically charged subject. It is important
to be aware of this potentially complex process
if aiming to address and validate any kind of
community and/or administrative borders in the
mapping process. If appropriate, local leaders or

government representatives may also be invited
to be present, to officially recognize or endorse the
map. In many cases, if the map is to be officially
recognized within the administrative system, it
will require official approval from local authorities
at the territory and/or provincial levels. Even
after validation, the map should be considered
only as one representation at one particular time,
which may not be exhaustive and which may need
to be altered, completed and/or expanded over
time. Large printouts of maps—along with pens
to annotate them—can be used to quickly capture
any edits. A portable projector is also an option,
allowing changes to be captured into the GIS
platform instantaneously.
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The validation stage is also the time to consider
whether the map should be published, and whether any
information captured on the map should be omitted from
the published version. In some cases, one map may be
needed for external use and publication while another,
containing additional sensitive or confidential data,
can be reserved for internal use. Once maps have been
validated, sufficient final copies should be distributed to
ensure community access.

REPETITION OF STEPS AS NECESSARY
If major issues arise from the workshop, a further round
of fieldwork and data workup may be needed. If so,
another validation workshop must be held to present
back and validate the results.
Mapping processes, and LUIs more generally, are never
an end in themselves and are typically located within
much larger processes and landscapes. The ability
to support IPLCs to engage in resource management
planning offers the community and the LUI the chance
to resolve any issues at the start, and to make sure the
intervention is part of a larger plan and therefore has a
larger framework to support it.

SIMPLE C HEC KLIST : COMMUNIT Y
CONSULTATION AND CONSENT

Evidence of FPIC from each participating
community for the mapping to go ahead.
For each community that has given its FPIC,
a validated perception map of the lands
that they own and/or use.
If appropriate, a validated, georeferenced
map of all community lands and resource
use, produced through a participatory
process.
Details of how the participatory mapping
process was carried out in line with the
principles of FPIC. All local communities
and other land users, including neighboring
communities, must have had the
opportunity to take part and to contribute
in a meaningful way, and copies of the
maps produced must be distributed to
communities and/or their representatives.
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Step 4
Co-development of a
management or land use plan
The resource management planning
process, which can occur in many
different forms, often involves
the development of some kind of
management or land use plan. A
management plan is a way to create a
vision for a landscape and document
the steps that will make that vision a
reality.
Any resource management plan should contain
not only that long-term vision, values and
guiding principles but also the goals, objectives
and strategies that will create the roadmap
for reaching that vision. This is an important
framework in which IPLCs can assert their rights
and community values over their territories,
and it offers an opportunity for a community to
engage in determining the future management
of their natural resources and to discuss broader
resource management issues with neighboring
communities.
In the case of LUIs, the planning phase allows the
IPLCs first to consider their long-term aspirations
for the management of their lands, and then,
secondly, how the proposed interventions fit into
that vision and set of aspirations. It is a chance for
the IPLCs to think broadly so as to make sure that
the LUI supports and promotes their larger vision.
This process will also identify areas of conflict
or tension between the wider vision and the LUI
objectives and will allow rightsholders to engage
with other stakeholders to have these issues
resolved within the framework of the LUI.
Once goals, objectives and strategies are defined,
the IPLCs, supported by technical implementing
partners, should think practically about what
needs to be done to reach those goals. This can
be done by developing a work plan with detailed
activities, defining who should be responsible
for what tasks, the timeline and budget, as well
as how the plan will be financed. The natural
resource management plan will often include rules

STEP 4 OVERVIEW
WHAT

Drafting and validation of a
management or land use plan to
guide implementation outlining
LUI objectives, natural resource
management desired outcomes, and
corresponding management strategies
and approaches.

WHO

All relevant stakeholders including
IPLCs, rightsholders and the technical
implementing partner.

WHY

To have a clearly defined and agreedupon plan that outlines roles and
responsibilities of different actors to
achieve specific LUI objectives and
desired outcomes.

HOW

Consultations with stakeholders and
community representatives to define
desired outcomes, guidelines for
management zones, and roles and
responsibilities for LUI implementation.

of use and access to natural resources. The IPLCs
need to clarify how they want to enforce those
rules, including who will enforce them and with
what resources.
The management plan development process
itself consists of a series of consultations and
negotiations (see community consultation and
consent, page 30). While a number of different
approaches and steps exist for developing
different kinds of management plans, here
seven general steps are outlined to facilitate
such a process. These steps include defining LUI
objectives, desired conditions, management zones,
management objectives of management zones, use
guidelines for management zones, guidelines for
implementation and monitoring, and validation.
Additional resources on developing a management
plan can be found in Appendix 1.
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KEY QUESTION - WHAT KIND OF MANAGEMENT PL AN FOR WHAT INTERVENTION?

A management plan can take many different forms
within different contexts. There are a number of names
for management plans which may have different focus
areas/objectives and processes/approaches. It is up to
the local communities and technical implementing partners
to decide what framework and approach is best for the
specific context. Examples of different kinds of management
plans include, but are not limited to, simplified community
management plans, natural resource management plans,

DEFINING LUI OBJECTIVES
Specific LUI objectives already should have
been defined during the objective-setting and
preparation stage, and adaptively revised during
the participatory mapping process and through
other consultations. The objectives should be
clearly stated in a management plan, including
clearly explaining how the plan will help to
achieve them, as these will largely drive the
focus and context of the plan. The specific area
of intervention should also be clearly defined
alongside the objectives.

local development plans, conservation management plans,
fire management plans, hunting management plans and
protected area management plans.
See U.S. Forest Service (2019)10 for an example of
a possible template that can be used for developing
a simplified management plan. Development of any
management plan should always be adapted to the specific
context, with any template used as a guide only.

should have been previously identified during the
participatory mapping process. These are then
evaluated and updated through the management
planning process, if appropriate. Generally,
management zones help focus on achieving the
desired conditions for one or more objectives (if
compatible). For example, management zones
can include conservation, agroforestry, hunting
or community expansion zones. Identification
of different management zones located in an
intervention area begins with the participatory
mapping process (see Step 3 on participatory
mapping, page 35-40) and can also include macrozoning and micro-zoning processes (see Appendix
1). Results of the participatory mapping process
should be included here.

DESIRED CONDITIONS
Desired conditions describe the vision of
community members and other stakeholders for
their natural resources, both in general and for
each management zone. The desired conditions
are descriptions of social, economic and/or
ecological objectives specific to each management
zone and/or broader landscape, which lay the
foundations for the way the intervention area is to
be managed. The desired conditions are linked to
LUI objectives and must be concisely described to
facilitate their monitoring and evaluation.

MANAGEMENT ZONES
Management zones are defined areas designated
to ensure consistent management of natural
resources to achieve desired conditions. These can
also be referred to as management areas or units.
Existing management zones in the landscape

U.S. Forest Service. 2019. Modèle : Plan simple
d’amenagement du terroir. https://usfscentralafrica.org/
resources-publications/

10

MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES OF
MANAGEMENT ZONES
A series of activities must be carried out to
achieve the desired conditions, which are defined
by specific management objectives usually
corresponding to the specific defined management
zones. These are concise, measurable, time-bound
statements that aim to make progress towards
achieving the desired conditions. Stakeholder
capacity and available resources should be
considered when defining each objective. Helping
community members with a work plan and budget
will help them realize the cost of the activities
they want to carry out, and to think about how to
finance them. Often there is a misunderstanding
that the organization initiating an intervention
will pay for all of the activities of the community.
Who is going to pay for what, as well as what the
anticipated benefits will be, must be clarified from
the beginning as part of the consultation and
negotiation process.
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USE GUIDELINES FOR MANAGEMENT ZONES
Guidelines are specific rules and/or
recommendations that determine authorized
and non-authorized activities at different points
in time in different management zones with the
goal of achieving specific objectives. These need
to be agreed upon within the community across

different stakeholder groups to ensure community
buy-in and successful implementation. It is
paramount that any community stakeholder who
may be associated with management of a specific
management zone is included in this process.

GUIDELINES FOR IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING
To guide implementation, a management plan
should include a description of management
activities, including a description of the roles and
responsibilities of the various parties involved in
the process, the community engagement strategy,
the plan’s monitoring and evaluation approach,
and a multiyear implementation schedule.
Roles and responsibilities

Roles and responsibilities of the different
rightsholders and stakeholders involved in the
implementation of the plan should be specifically
outlined. This should include: describing the
different roles and responsibilities of local
leaders, community institutions, state institutions
and other organizations; and describing the
participatory institutional arrangements in place
to enable decision-making and accountability.
Community engagement strategy

A community engagement strategy must be
put in place to enable: decision-making about
management zones; the dissemination of laws
and regulations governing the use of these zones;
the establishment of a system for the application
of accountability/penalties; the execution of LUI
activities; and monitoring and evaluation.
Representatives recommended to be involved in
this framework in addition to the rightsholders
include: the land chief; the local chief; local
administrative representatives such as CLDs,
village advisors and elders; members of economic
and other interest groups (hunters, farmers,
women, young people, etc.); the populations of
neighboring terroirs if appropriate; and other
stakeholders if they are present within the
intervention area/landscape.

Monitoring and evaluation

Monitoring implementation of LUIs will
determine whether the management plan
is working as intended or whether changes
are needed. Monitoring of results should
be periodically reviewed to determine if the
plan assumptions are correct, if the plan is
still effective, and if changes are needed. The
community and other stakeholders will need to
continue to participate in this process to ensure its
relevance and to address any issues that arise.
Within a management plan, a monitoring
approach should be outlined, including a list of
indicators, methods for measuring and tracking
them, details of who is responsible for measuring
the indicators, and what to do with the results.
Specific indicators will depend on the nature of the
management plan and corresponding objectives.
For example, ecological surveys can be used to
measure the natural regeneration status of specific
plants, and household economic surveys before
and after LUI implementation can track changes
in household income. Such indicators can help to
determine the effectiveness of the guidelines and
the corresponding incentives and/or enforcement
mechanisms to be considered.
Implementation program timeline

For effective and timely implementation, a
timeline should be included in the management
plan to facilitate implementation, monitor the
roles and responsibilities of stakeholders, and
implement the monitoring plan. Such a timeline
should have specific milestones outlined to help
ensure accountability. It is suggested to start
the implementation of the program with a preestablished five-year timeline.
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VALIDATION
As with the participatory mapping stage of the
LUI process, broad community validation is a
critical step in finalizing any draft management
plan. Although the management plan should
have been prepared through a participatory
process, the validation can also be a monitoring
and evaluation tool to ensure that the final
management plan meets the expectations and
needs of the broader community. This should
involve the broadest possible cross section of
community members possible. Where desirable
or appropriate, members of neighboring
communities also can be involved to validate
any cross-border dynamics (see note on this in
participatory mapping section). Local leaders or
government representatives may also be invited
to be present, to officially recognize or endorse the
plan. For official government recognition, the plan
may need to be validated by local administrative
authorities at the territory and/or provincial
level. The management plan should be presented
in a language and format that is accessible to
IPLCs, and sufficient time should be allowed for
the community to understand and absorb the
information. Once the management plan has been
validated, sufficient copies should be distributed
in the community in order to enable community
access for the duration of the LUI.

SIMPLE C HEC KLIST : CO-DEVELOPMENT OF A
MANAGEMENT OR L AND USE PL AN

Integrate results of defining LUI objectives and
participatory mapping into the management plan
development process.
Management plan is developed through
consultations and negotiations with community
and other local stakeholders, reflecting their
natural resource management objectives to guide
implementation and achieve community-defined
desired conditions.
Management plan is validated by community and
local authorities to ensure local customary and
administrative recognition and acceptance.
Review theory of change to assess how the
management plan will achieve desired overarching
objectives, results and outcomes. Update the theory
of change as necessary and appropriate.
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Step 5

Implementation and
monitoring
Implementation of a LUI will take
different forms depending on the
specific objectives, context and
stakeholders involved. At this point in
the process, the who, how and why of
what is to be done should already have
been established through the previously
outlined steps: objective-setting and
preparation, community consultation
and consent, participatory mapping and
co-development of a management or
land use plan.
Effective implementation of the LUI must
primarily be oriented towards the working
rhythms and learning processes of the
rightsholders and other implementing
stakeholders. It is important that the groups,
institutions and representatives involved in the
design process also implement the LUI together
with other stakeholders. Practical training and
further education adapted to the needs and
capacities of the stakeholders are required to
ensure that the participatory approach of the
design phase is continued in the implementation
stage. In many cases, community members will
lead activities in the implementation process,
and in others they will cooperate with other
stakeholders to meet their objectives. Any IPLC
members who are selected should be provided
with technical training and tools to complement
their traditional knowledge of the intervention
area.

KEY C ON CEPT - ADAPTIVE
MANAGEMENT

Adaptive management is the iterative and systematic
process of learning from ongoing resource
management results and outcomes to improve
approaches and management decisions.

STEP 5 OVERVIEW
WHAT

Implementation and monitoring of LUI
based upon results of previous four
steps.

WHO

All relevant stakeholders including
IPLCs, rightsholders and the technical
implementing partner.

WHY

To achieve specific natural resource
management objectives and desired
results/outcomes and to be able to
continually assess effectiveness of
their achievement throughout the
implementation phase.

HOW

Implementation of management or land
use plan including specific monitoring
mechanism.

Implementation may occur in different phases
over different time periods. Monitoring
throughout the implementation phase(s) will
allow for continuous learning and feedback
and assess ongoing progress toward achieving
desired results and outcomes. Monitoring is the
process of tracking the implementation of the
LUI (implementation monitoring) and collecting
data/information necessary to evaluate the
effectiveness of LUI measures, activities and
decisions (effectiveness monitoring). Monitoring
is important because it can facilitate adaptive
management, including making modifications to
the intervention measures, activities and decisions
when appropriate.

TIP

Examples of different monitoring tools, including
social, governance, and adaptive management, can
be found in Appendix 1.
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PROTOCOL FOR FIELD TEAMS: STEP 5 - IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING

Participatory LUIs are a dynamic, iterative process
that require monitoring and modification of
decisions and approaches. In general, monitoring
and evaluating the progress of the LUI is essential
to ensure that lessons are learned, and the
management plan is continually amended to learn
from implementation. In this regard, a monitoring
and evaluating process should be designed at the
beginning of the LUI with mechanisms to feed
results back into the ongoing implementation
processes and make adaptations as necessary.
Therefore, for each measure, activity or decision
involved in the implementation of the LUI, an
indicator needs to be defined during the planning
process. To keep the work manageable, these
indicators should be easy to collect. Responsibility
for monitoring should be shared, ensuring that all
measures and activities are monitored by both the
field team and community members.
Over time, objectives will be achieved, new
challenges will arise, general conditions and
individual interests will change, and lessons will
be learned from experience, facilitating adaptive
management of the LUI. Hence, an update of
the management plan will likely be necessary.
Revising the objectives and approach will require
analyzing the data collected from monitoring,
comparing what has been achieved with what
was intended, and identifying problems in the
implementation of the LUI and/or in the data or
assumptions on which the LUI is based. Minor
changes, such as revised implementation advice,
can be made at the level of the implementing
team, whereas more substantial changes, such as
those that amount to a revision of the plan, must
be referred to decision-makers and may require
new communitywide consultation.

KEY ISSUE - DEVELOPING A
MONITORING SYS TEM

A monitoring system for LUIs should measure progress
towards achieving desired outcomes and must provide
answers to the following questions:
• What physical degree of implementation has been
reached?
• What positive ecological, social and economic
impacts have been achieved? What remains to be
done?
• What (unexpected) negative impacts and problems
occurred and how can they be solved/addressed/
minimized?
• How much qualification and capacity building of
stakeholders (institutions as well as beneficiaries)
has already been achieved?
• Are all stakeholders actively involved in the process
and do they have equal chances to express and to
push their ideas? Who is missing and why?
• What is the degree of sustainability or long-term
impact of the LUI?

SIMPLE C HEC KLIST : IMPLEMENTATION
AND MONITORING

Implementation of the LUI is ongoing and involves
applying a participatory approach that ensures
implementing stakeholders have the knowledge
and skills necessary for successful implementation.
Ongoing monitoring of LUI implementation is
completed by communities and field teams, results
of which are used to inform the LUI approach and
implementation. Where necessary, the approach
and management plan should be updated
through an adaptive management process to
ensure relevance and efficacy of the LUI over the
implementation period.
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Conclusion
In its two main sections—the social

requirements of natural resource
management planning and a land use
intervention protocol for field teams—this

practical guide has outlined a number of different
concepts, tools and approaches to facilitate
participatory land use interventions for improved
natural resource management. Given the
complexity of the topic, each of these concepts,
tools and approaches could easily have been the
subject of its own dedicated guide. The goal of this
document, however, is to provide an easy-to-use,

practical guide for field teams and practitioners
who wish to meaningfully engage rightsholders
and communities in a range of different LUIs.
While specific approaches for different LUIs
may greatly vary, the concepts presented here
will facilitate meaningful considerations and
discussions in design, planning, implementation
and monitoring of LUIs. Additional supporting
resources for application and implementation of
concepts introduced in this guide can be found in
Appendix 1.
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APPENDIX 1: ONLINE RESOURCES

Appendix 1:

Online resources
English

French

COMMUNITY FORESTRY
Buttoud G et al. 2016. La gestion
inclusive des forêts d’Afrique
centrale. Passer de la participation
au partage des pouvoirs.

http://www.fao.org/3/a-c0222f.pdf or
https://www.cifor.org/library/6131/

USAID. 2017. Community forestry
facilitator’s manual

http://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/PA00MFP7.pdf

USAID. 2016. NTFP-based
livelihoods enterprise development
and management training manual

https://drive.google.com/file/
d/0BwTCLLU6Rf_-Tld2eFpUVEhxLTA/view

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT AND GRIEVANCE MECHANISMS
Accountability Counsel
Accountability Resource Guide

https://www.accountabilitycounsel.org/
accountability-resources/guides/

Brightwell R, Gardener D. 2018.
Developing effective grievance
mechanisms in the banking sector.
BankTrack and Oxfam Australia.

https://www.banktrack.org/download/
developing_effective_grievance_mechanisms_
in_the_banking_sector/2018_pa_002_bank_
report_faweb2_3.pdf

GEF. 2017. A GEF GOLD/Supply
Chain Approach to Eliminating
Mercury in Guyana’s ASGM Sector:
El Dorado Gold Jewelry – Made
in Guyana. See Appendix VI.D
for accountability and grievance
mechanism.

https://www.conservation.org/publications/
Documents/Guyana_Project-Document(ProDoc).pdf

Hammill A et al. 2009. Conflictsensitive conservation practitioners’
manual. International Institute for
Sustainable Development.

https://www.iisd.org/pdf/2009/csc_manual.
pdf

IFC. 2009. Good practice note
addressing grievances from projectaffected communities.

https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/
cbe7b18048855348ae6cfe6a6515bb18/
IFC%2BGrievance%2BMechanisms.
pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CACHE
ID=cbe7b18048855348ae
6cfe6a6515bb18

Lomax T. 2015. Asserting community
land rights using RSPO complaint
procedures in Indonesia and Liberia.
London: IIED.

http://pubs.iied.org/pdfs/12584IIED.pdf

Shift, Oxfam and Global Compact
Network Netherlands. 2016.
Doing business with respect for
human rights: A guidance tool
for companies. Chapter 3.8:
Remediation and grievance
mechanisms.

https://www.businessrespecthumanrights.org/
en/page/349/remediation-and-grievancemechanisms
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English

French

FREE, PRIOR AND INFORMED CONSENT
Forest Peoples Programme. 2017.
Resources on free, prior and
informed consent (FPIC)

https://www.forestpeoples.org/en/
environmental-governance-legal-human-rightsresponsible-finance/training-tool/2017/
resources-free

FAO. 2014. Respecting free, prior
and informed consent: Practical
guidance for governments,
companies, NGOs, indigenous
peoples and local communities in
relation to land acquisition. Rome.

http://www.fao.org/3/a-i3496e.pdf

FAO. 2016. Free, prior and informed
consent: An indigenous peoples’
right and a good practice for local
communities: Manual for project
practitioners. See Annex 6 for FPIC
checklist.

https://www.un.org/development/desa/
indigenouspeoples/publications/2016/10/
free-prior-and-informed-consent-an-indigenouspeoples-right-and-a-good-practice-for-localcommunities-fao/

https://www.forestpeoples.org/en/topics/
human-rights-mechanisms/news/2013/05/
press-release-fpp-and-partners-launchpioneering-book-in

http://www.fao.org/3/a-i6190f.pdf

LAND USE PLANNING
Barlett et al. 2017. Social landscape
assessment of Browns Canyon
National Monument. CBI, USFS and
UCCS.

https://eplanning.blm.gov/epl-front-office/
projects/lup/69924/119604/145965/
BCNM_Social_Landscape_Assessment_508.
pdf

Ecotrust. 2009. BC First Nations land
use planning: Effective practices

http://www.newrelationshiptrust.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2017/04/land-use-planningreport.pdf

GIZ. 2012. Land use planning:
Concept, tools and applications

https://www.giz.de/fachexpertise/
downloads/Fachexpertise/giz2012-en-landuse-planning-manual.pdf

GTZ. 2008. Land use planning:
Methods, strategies and tools

http://www.meso-nrw.de/toolkit/Downloads/
gtz-lup.pdf

U.S. Forest Service. 2019. Modèle
: Plan simple d’aménagement du
terroir.

https://usfscentralafrica.org/fr/ressourcespublications/

MAPPING SOFTWARE
GeoJSON IO

http://geojson.io/#map=2/20.0/0.0

JOSM

https://josm.openstreetmap.de/

Leafletdraw

http://leafletjs.com/download.html

MACRO- AND MICRO-ZONING
Democratic Republic of the Congo’s
Department of Forest Inventory and
Zoning Macro-Zoning Operational
Guide

https://usfscentralafrica.org/wp-content/
uploads/2017/10/GUIDE-OPERATIONNELNormes-de-Macrozonage-Forestier_FR.pdf

Democratic Republic of the Congo’s
Department of Forest Inventory and
Zoning Micro-Zoning Operational
Guide

https://usfscentralafrica.org/wp-content/
uploads/2017/10/GUIDE-OPERATOIRE-DEMICRO-ZONAGE-FORESTIER_FR.pdf

Global Witness. 2012. Zoning and
land use allocation in the Democratic
Republic of Congo

https://www.globalwitness.org/sites/default/
files/zoning%20and%20land%20use%20
allocation%20in%20the%20drc.pdf

Other zoning material can be found
on the U.S. Forest Service Central
Africa resources and publications
page

https://usfscentralafrica.org/resourcespublications/

https://usfscentralafrica.org/fr/ressourcespublications/
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English
Tacana Indigenous People’s Council,
Wildlife Conservation Society. n.d.
Tacana indigenous people: Territorial
management tools

https://bolivia.wcs.org/Portals/14/GTI/
English/Fact%20sheets/TERRITORIAL%20
MANAGEMENT%20TOOLS.pdf?ver=201803-20-164655-297https://bolivia.wcs.org/
Portals/14/GTI/English/Fact%20sheets/
TERRITORIAL%20MANAGEMENT%20TOOLS.
pdf?ver=2018-03-20-164655-297

Tacana Indigenous People’s Council,
Wildlife Conservation Society.
n.d. Tacana indigenous people:
The development of administrative
capacity for indigenous territorial
management

https://bolivia.wcs.org/Portals/14/GTI/
English/Fact%20sheets/ADMINISTRATIVE%20
CAPACITIES.pdf?ver=2018-03-20-164136-940

French

MONITORING
Davies R, Dart J. 2005. The ‘most
significant change’ (MSC) technique:
A guide to its use.

https://mande.co.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2018/01/MSCGuide.pdf

Forest Compass. Community-based
forest monitoring resources

https://forestcompass.org/how/resources

Wilkie D et al. 2015. Guidelines for
learning and applying the natural
resource governance tool (NRGT)
in landscapes and seascapes.
Washington, D.C.: USAID and New
York, N.Y.: WCS.

https://drive.google.com/file/
d/0B3HlIznCoZuhSFJOcFJ3YlB3NjA/
view?usp=sharing

MOST SIGNIFICANT CHANGE ASSESSMENT
Davies R, Dart J. 2005. The ‘most
significant change’ (MSC) technique:
A guide to its use.

https://mande.co.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2018/01/MSCGuide.pdf

OPEN-SOURCE AERIAL IMAGERY
Bing aerial

https://www.bing.com/mapspreview/aerial

LANDSAT

http://landsat.usgs.gov/

Mapbox

https://www.mapbox.com/

SENTINEL

https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/home

OPEN SOURCE DATA
GADM database of Global
Administrative Areas

http://www.gadm.org/

Geofabrik

http://www.geofabrik.de/

Global Data Explorer

http://gdex.cr.usgs.gov/gdex/

Google Earth

https://www.google.com/earth/

Landmark

http://www.landmarkmap.org/

Maphubs

https://maphubs.com/

Moabi (DRC)

http://rdc.moabi.org/en/

Open Street Map

https://www.openstreetmap.org/

United States Geological Survey

https://www.usgs.gov/

World Database on Protected Areas

https://www.unep-wcmc.org/resources-anddata/wdpa

WRI Interactive Forest Atlases:
Cameroon, CAR, RoC, DRC,
Equatorial Guinea, Gabon

http://www.wri.org/our-work/project/congobasin-forest-atlases

https://www.mande.co.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2005/MSC%20Guide/Franch%20
translation%20of%20MSC%20Guide.pdf

https://programs.wcs.org/DesktopModules/
Bring2mind/DMX/Download.
aspx?EntryId=28639&PortalId=97&
DownloadMethod=attachment
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English

French

PARTICIPATORY MAPPING GUIDELINE AND TECHNIQUES
Corbett J. 2009. Good practices in
participatory mapping. IFAD.

CTA and IFAD. 2010. Training kit
on participatory spatial information
management and communication.
Di Gessa S. 2008. Participatory
mapping as a tool for empowerment:
Experiences and lessons learned
from the ILC network. International
Land Coalition.
IIED, CLA. 2006. Mapping for
change: Practice, technologies and
communication. PLA Notes 54.
Rainforest Foundation UK. 2015.
The mapping for rights methodology:
A new approach to participatory
mapping in the Congo Basin.

https://www.ifad.org/
documents/38714170/39144386/
PM_web.pdf/7c1eda69-8205-4c31-89123c25d6f90055

https://www.ifad.org/
documents/38714170/39144386/
pm_web_f.pdf/957bb635-d136-4c5f-b94e002d67682f6f

http://pgis-tk-en.cta.int/info/index.html

http://www.iapad.org/wp-content/
uploads/2015/07/08_ilc_participatory_
mapping_low.pdf

http://pubs.iied.org/14507IIED/

https://www.rainforestfoundationuk.org/
media.ashx/2909565-eng-low-res.pdf

POLITICAL ECONOMY ASSESSMENT
USAID. Applied political economy
analysis (PEA): Reference materials

https://usaidlearninglab.org/library/appliedpolitical-economy-analysis-pea-referencematerials

USAID. 2018. Thinking and working
politically through applied political
economy analysis: A guide for
practitioners

https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/
documents/1866/PEA2018.pdf

RAPID LAND TENURE ASSESSMENT
FAO Open Tenure Tool

http://www.fao.org/e-agriculture/news/
open-tenure-open-source-software-designed-faoempower-communities

Galudra G et al. 2010. RaTA: A
rapid land tenure assessment manual
for identifying the nature of land
tenure conflicts. Bogor, Indonesia:
World Agroforestry Centre.

https://www.worldagroforestry.org/
publication/rata-rapid-land-tenure-assessmentmanual-identifying-nature-land-tenure-conflicts

STAKEHOLDER MAPPING TOOLS
Kumu visualization tool for
stakeholder mapping

https://kumu.io/

NATREG. 2010. Guidelines
on stakeholder engagement
in preparation of integrated
management plans for protected
areas

http://www.zrsvn.si/dokumenti/64/2/2010/
Guidelines_on_stakeholder_engagement_
REC_1978.pdf

Reed et al. 2009. Who’s in and
why? A typology of stakeholder
analysis methods for natural
resource management. Journal of
environmental management 90(5) :
1933-1949.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/
article/pii/S0301479709000024

Stakeholder analysis matrix template

http://www.tools4dev.org/resources/
stakeholder-analysis-matrix-template/

https://fr.rainforestfoundationuk.org/media.
ashx/rfuk-methodologie-mfr-2015.pdf
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English
THEORY OF CHANGE
Open Standards for the practice
of conservation developed by the
Conservation Measures Partnership

http://cmp-openstandards.org/

USAID. 2017. Conservation
enterprises: Using a theory of change
approach to synthesize lessons from
USAID biodiversity projects

https://rmportal.net/biodiversityconservationgateway/resources/projects/
measuring-impact/mi-project-resources/
ce-theory-of-change-approach-synthesizelessons-usaid-bio-project?set_language=es

French
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Appendix 2:

Glossary
Adaptive management

The iterative and systematic process of learning from ongoing resource management results and
outcomes to improve approaches and management decisions.

Boundary delimitation
and demarcation

Boundary delimitation is a process to agree and establish the boundary between two distinct areas
of land. These areas of land may be divided based upon land use patterns or upon ownership and
tenure. Boundary demarcation is a field operation process to mark the position of the boundary on
the ground so it is visible to all. The objective of demarcation is to place or adopt physical marks that
accurately represent the location of a delimited boundary.

Community

Although there is no one definition, three basic types of community can be defined: 1) communities
of place, or people who live in the same location; 2) communities of practice, or people who do the
same thing to make a living (farmers, fishers, lawyers); and 3) communities of interest, or people who
have the same concerns and desires. For the purposes of this practical guide, a community is a group
of people with diverse characteristics who are linked by social ties, share common perspectives and
engage in joint actions in geographical locations or settings. A “local” community is socially bound
by the fact that people live within a confined spatial boundary. They also may to some degree share
a common identity or some common economic interests.

Community forestry

A form of participatory forest governance that engages local people in forest management and
land use decisions that affect their lands and livelihoods. It often involves the participation and
collaboration of various actors including community, government and civil society organizations. The
key intention of community forestry is to empower forest-based communities to sustainably manage
their forested lands while at the same time supporting sustainable livelihoods.

Customary land tenure

The social systems used for owning, regulating, using and managing local communities’ lands in
accordance with the cultural values of that group. These customs and traditions have typically been
used to manage community lands before statutory tenure was introduced during the colonial period.

Customary owner

The individual, group, community or ethnic group that has historically owned and managed
customary lands.

Duty bearers

Actors who have a particular obligation or responsibility to respect, promote and realize human
rights and to abstain from human rights violations. The term is most commonly used to refer to
state actors, but non-state actors, such as conservation and development practitioners, can also be
considered duty bearers.

Elite capture

When powerful individuals in the community seize public decision-making processes and economic
resources through their privileged position in the community in terms of wealth, social status,
networks, education, gender or ethnicity.

Free, prior and informed
consent

An international human rights standard in which communities have a right to fully participate in
decision-making processes that might affect the lands, forest and resources that they customarily own,
live on or use, whether the community has a deed or not. This means that communities must be able
to decide for themselves whether and how a project can go ahead if they are approached by a
government or company. FPIC means communities have the right to decide their own future, and not
to have their future decided for them by anyone else.

Grievance mechanism

A mechanism that addresses real or perceived concerns and complaints that arise in the LUI process.
This mechanism’s structure and decision-making processes should be agreed upon at the beginning
of the LUI process with the involvement of all related parties/stakeholders.
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Human rights

Human rights are principles inherent to all human beings, regardless of race, sex, ethnicity, religion
or other differences. These rights include the right to life (people do not have the right to kill you),
freedom of opinion (people cannot force you to form an opinion), freedom of religion (you have the
right to choose and practice your religion), the right to education (you cannot be denied access to
education), and many more. Everyone is entitled to these rights.

Indigenous peoples

In international law, “indigenous” or “tribal” refers to peoples who have an all-encompassing
relationships to land and place, who self-identify as indigenous, and who have experienced
marginalization and discrimination at the hands of more dominant ethnic groups within a particular
state. Peoples identifying as indigenous are often the most discriminated and marginalized
communities in the Congo Basin.

Land tenure

The system of regulation, whether international, statutory or customary, created to regulate the
use, management and ownership of land held by individuals and collectively. Land tenure systems
regulate not only land ownership but also the full bundle of land rights, including:
• Access rights – rights to enter an area;
• Use rights – rights to extract resources, such as through collection of non-timber forest products,
timber harvesting, harvesting of agricultural products, etc.;
• Management rights – rights to make decisions about access and use, and to undertake
management activities;
• Exclusion rights – rights to determine who can, and cannot, access, harvest or manage lands and
resources; and
• Alienation rights – rights to sell and/or lease management or exclusion rights

Land use planning

A systematic and iterative process carried out to create an enabling environment for sustainable
management of land resources that meets people’s needs and demands. Land use planning requires
that all stakeholders are involved in defining and deciding the specific land uses of a given area. It
assesses the physical, socioeconomic, institutional and legal potentials and constraints with respect
to sustainable use of natural resources and a given set of objectives. When done in a participatory
approach, it empowers people to make decisions about how to manage their resources sustainably
and equitably.

Macro- and micro-zoning

Zoning is the process of demarcating different land areas to be used for different purposes, referred
to as zones or management units. There are often two classes:
1. Macro-zoning is often the preliminary, indicative stage of the zoning process, implemented at
a broader geographical scale, such as at the provincial or landscape level. In the context of
DRC, forest macro-zoning first designates forest and non-forest areas; then, within the forest
zones, it allocates forest areas into the three types of forests outlined in the DRC 2002 Forest
Code11: 1) forests for permanent production (logging concessions and extractive zones); 2)
classified forests (protected areas); and 3) protected forests (community forests and other
forest uses).
2. Micro-zoning focuses on smaller areas of land such as chefferies, groupements or terroirs,
delineating zones within forest and non-forest areas for different uses such as hunting,
conservation and small-scale agricultural activities. Micro-zoning is based on both remote
sensing and participatory mapping, reinforced by consultations with local communities and/
or indigenous peoples.
Zoning is important because it outlines what kinds of activities can and cannot occur in different
parcels of land. It is a tool that can support resource management decisions and/or land and
resource use planning in the preparation of management plans, which can include plans for
protected areas, community forestry concessions, community resource management and local
development.

Participation

11

In general, the key idea of participation is inclusiveness: the inclusion of people in decisionmaking, plan formulation, resource control and implementation decisions over their own lands and
livelihoods. Central to the concept of participation is the question of who is to be included, when and
how they should be included, and which participatory approach should be used. These questions
evoke the relations of power that are embedded within the organizational and institutional structures
designed to enable community participation in these interventions. Participation is seen as a process
of empowering and transforming individuals and communities by acquiring skills, knowledge and
experience, ultimately leading to greater self-reliance.

Forestry Code Democratic Republic of the Congo Law 011/2002 of August 29, 2002 concerning forest code legislation
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Participatory mapping

Participatory mapping is a process that attempts to make visible the relationship between land and
local communities by using commonly understood and recognized mapping tools. It defines a set
of approaches and techniques that combine mapping tools with participatory methods to represent
the spatial knowledge of local communities in relation to their environment. Participatory maps often
represent a socially or culturally distinct understanding of a landscape and may include information
relevant for communities that might be omitted from official cadastral maps. Participatory maps can
be used to represent what communities themselves perceive as important, such as customary land
boundaries, different land use areas, traditional natural resource management practices, and areas
of cultural and spiritual importance.

Political economy analysis
(PEA)

“Political Economy Analysis (PEA) is a field-based methodology that can improve the effectiveness of
international development assistance by helping development practitioners to focus on not only how
things happen, but also why things happen. Exploring the politics, history, social, and economic
dimensions of a given development problem can help unpack the dynamics and incentives that
structure actors’ choices and ultimately determine development success or failure. In many ways a
PEA tries to determine the who, the what, and the why that keeps and sustains the status quo and
what realistic opportunities are there to change incentives and to effect change.” USAID (2016).
Lessons learned using USAID’s applied political economy analysis framework. Washington, D.C.

Protected areas and
reserves

A protected area or reserve is a clearly defined geographical space, recognized, dedicated and
managed through legal or other effective means, to achieve the long-term conservation of nature with
associated ecosystem services and cultural values.

Representation

Representation is a fundamental issue for all community engagement because it addresses questions
of who has the right to make decisions on any proposed project, who has the right to speak on
behalf of communities, and who has the responsibility of making sure that information is shared
with communities throughout the lifecycle of the LUI. Therefore, representation entails ensuring that
the interests and values of different groups or people are expressed and considered within a given
intervention.

Rightsholders

Rightsholders are unlike many of the other stakeholders, and deserve specific attention, because the
proposed LUI may take place on their lands or affect their rights to use their lands. In the Congo
Basin, rightsholders are typically customary landowners; however, some rightsholders may not be
landowners and instead may be users of particular resources like hunters or migrant farmers who
have rights to access particular resources.

Social baseline study

A study reviewing the status of FPIC, customary tenure and community land use in the intervention
area to help identify key considerations before the proposed intervention is designed and
implemented. This process involves collecting as much information as possible about the area of
intervention with regard to social structures, tenure and land use.

Stakeholders

Any actors who have a stake in the LUI, who will be affected by the LUI, and/or who have political
responsibility, authority and resources to influence the LUI. As a result, stakeholders can include a
wide range of organizations and individuals who have greater or lesser degrees of interest and
participation in the LUI.

Stakeholder mapping

Visual mapping of stakeholders related to a specific subject of interest and how they relate and
interact with each other in regards to the specific context.

Theory of change

A hypothesized series of desired changes that are expected to occur in a given context as the result
of specific actions. The theory of change makes explicit how a program/activity design team thinks
outputs from their interventions will ultimately lead to the achievement of desired objectives.
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Appendix 3:
Guidelines for ensuring FPIC
when planning, designing and
implementing a LUI
There is no one set way to ensure FPIC in a LUI.
The following diagram therefore should not be
seen as a set of definitive steps that will alone
ensure FPIC is respected. Instead, it offers general
guidelines that can be adapted in a wide variety
of contexts to ensure respect for FPIC in any LUI.
For further guidance in this process, reference
the rest of this guide and the additional resources
listed in Appendix I.
The diagram was adapted from FAO (2014)12,
originally adapted from FPP (2008)13 and
Anderson (2011)14.

FAO. 2014. Respecting free, prior and informed consent:
Practical guidance for governments, companies, NGOs,
indigenous peoples and local communities in relation to land
acquisition. Rome. http://www.fao.org/3/a-i3496e.pdf 13
Forest Peoples Programme. 2008. Free, prior and informed
consent and the roundtable on sustainable palm oil: a guide for
companies. Moreton-in-Marsh, UK, Forest Peoples Programme.
14
Anderson P. 2011. Free, prior, and informed consent: Principles
and approaches for policy and project development. Bangkok,
The Center for People and Forests (RECOFTC) & Deutsche
Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ).
12
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Are there any
indigenous peoples/
local communities
in or using the
intervention area?

Preparation:
Set LUI framing objectives
and develop initial theory of
change
Complete: Social baseline
study, stakeholder mapping,
political economy
analysis

YES

Identfy and engage
rightsholders,
community
representatives
and other relevant
stakeholders

No LUI in
their territory

NO

YES

Participatory
mapping:
Co-development
of a management
plan

No LUI in
their territory

NO

Iterative
consultations and
negotiations

Are
communities
willing to enter
agreement?

No FPIC
needed

NO

No LUI in
their territory

NO

Will the
community
consider the
project?

Consultation
and
negotiation

YES

Review
objectives, theory
of change, and
general LUI
apporach

Provide
information in
right languages
and forms

Do communities
still wish to
consider the
LUI?

Allow
communities and
stakeholders to review
information and get legal,
economic, social and
environmental
advice

Community
consensus
building

Negotiate and
review: management
objectives and approaches,
role and responsibilities,
risks and benefits, financial
responsibilities, grievance
mechanisms, monitoring
system and plan

YES

Finalize written
agreement

Get agreement
endorsed by
community
representatives
and, if appropriate,
government
authorities

Implement
agreement/
management plan

Resolve any
emerging disputes
and grievances

Participatory
monitoring

Revise approach
and implementation
as necessary and
appropriate, through
ongoing monitoring
and adaptive
management
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